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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Study purpose
Through Victoria’s State Waste and Resource Recovery Policy Getting Full Value (DEPI, 2013), Victoria
is committed to improving commercial and industrial (C&I) waste management outcomes. This will
involve significantly increasing the sector’s waste recovery rate of 66% in 2010–11 (DEPI, 2013) as
well as improving its material efficiency and the broader environmental, social and economic
outcomes.
Achieving these outcomes will be a challenge, and actions supported by Sustainability Victoria (SV)
will be required to deliver this result. To act in an informed manner, SV needs information on current
waste generators, the major components of solid C&I waste streams, and on current levels of
resource recovery.
However, detailed information on C&I sector waste to landfill and diversion to recycling has been
lacking. This project seeks to fill the information gaps by providing reliable data on C&I waste
generation sources in Victoria in a form that is suitable for evidence‐based decision making.
C&I waste is generated from trade, commercial and industrial activities, including government,
education and health sectors. It includes waste from offices, factories, manufacturing, schools,
universities, government activities, and small to medium enterprises (SMEs).
The high level objective of this project is to provide SV and portfolio partners with detailed, sector
specific data relating to C&I waste generation sources in Victoria. This information will assist the
portfolio in developing targeted programs, infrastructure and interventions to reduce overall waste
generation and increase resource recovery of C&I waste.

Study approach
These objectives have been achieved by undertaking the following tasks:
1

Identifying the sources of Victorian commercial and industrial (C&I) sector waste, by
quantifying waste to landfill and diversion to recycling streams—by targeted industry division,
and by material composition.

2

Determining the significant sources of waste generation in Victoria, and points of intervention
for improved waste reduction and resource recovery.

3

Providing benchmarking data.

4

Providing a repeatable data collection approach, for tracking future changes in the quantities
and composition of C&I sector waste streams.

5

Identifying waste reduction and resource recovery
recommendations to capitalise on these opportunities.

6

Preparing this report.

opportunities,

and

provide

The Australian and New Zealand Standard Industrial Classification (ANZSIC) system provides a
framework for organising data about businesses. This study has used the ANZSIC system, and applied
it to Victorian C&I sector businesses, to provide a structure to the data collection and subsequent
analysis.
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The sources of Victorian commercial and industrial (C&I) sector waste have been identified through:


A preliminary desktop profiling analysis of Victorian C&I waste generators, by ANZSIC division
and subdivision, to determine the focus for the site surveys.



The completion of 132 site surveys of business generating C&I waste, to develop new data on the
waste output flows.

This study has entailed one of the largest and most detailed surveys of Australian businesses
undertaken to date, for the determination of waste and recycling generation data at the business
level.
Within the scope of the industry divisions/sub‐divisions that were surveyed, 81% of the total mass
quantity of waste to landfill is based on Victorian survey data. The other 19% has been derived from
data in a recently completed DSEWPaC (2013) study. The DSEWPaC study included an extensive
review and synthesis of pre‐existing international and Australian C&I waste and recycling audit
datasets, and also assessed C&I industry division waste and recycling generation profiles using the
ANZSIC framework.
In addition, for Victorian industry divisions that were not directly surveyed for this study, waste and
recycling profile data was also derived from the DSEWPaC study. Overall, across all industry divisions
included within the scope of this study, including industry divisions that were not surveyed, 62% of
the total mass quantity of waste to landfill was based on the new Victorian survey data.
The data provided in this report is complimentary to the disposal to landfill and recycling survey data
published by SV annually (SV, 2012b), and does not supersede the whole of C&I sector data
published by SV. The data in this report has a more targeted scope of coverage of the C&I industry in
Victoria, in keeping with the primary purpose of this study, which is to illuminate key waste and
recycling flows at C&I industry divisional and sub‐divisional levels. A purpose of this study is not to
generate new aggregated whole of C&I sector data on waste flows, and it is important to note that
the study does not provide this information.
The detailed project approach (methodology) is provided in Section 2.

Findings
A key finding of the study is the significant variation of waste generation across the C&I sector, as
shown in Figure 1. There is also, as shown in Figure 2, large variations in the quantities generated of
different materials and the respective diversion rates.
Food organics is the most significant material in the C&I waste stream that is disposed to landfill, and
is a focus of this study. There are also significant quantities of packaging across many industry
divisions. There is a wide variation between those businesses who have strong control over their
waste and a comprehensive approach to resource use, and those with no attention to this area. This
highlights that there remains many opportunities to reduce waste generation and increase diversion
across the C&I sector.
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Figure 1 – Estimated Victorian waste generation, by ANZSIC division
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Figure 2 – Material composition of the C&I waste/recycling streams
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The report
This report, and supporting MS Excel based model, contains the findings from the first
comprehensive survey of businesses in Victoria. It is a benchmarking report that can be repeated and
expanded in the future as required, tracking trends, the impact of various programs and the
improved material efficiency of C&I sector businesses in Victoria.

Recommendations
The recommendations identified in this report are summarised here. They cover the full spectrum of
targeting specific materials, program development, information resources and tools, infrastructure
and regulatory aspects. They have been grouped accordingly.
In order to give guidance on the relative importance of each recommendation, a priority rating has
been developed. These ratings are based in large part on the potential scale for waste reduction and
diversion for recycling.
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They also take account of the following:


environmental impact



cost and benefit to business, including input cost savings



market availability



accessibility to services.

Some recommendations are more relevant to specific material types and industry divisions, and this
should be taken into account where program effort and stakeholder engagement is related to each
industry division. While many of these barriers identified in this report can be addressed by upstream
initiatives implemented by industry and facilitated by government, it will be necessary to improve
the Victoria's waste management and resource recovery infrastructure to ensure other barriers are
fully addressed.

Table 1 – Targeting specific materials

#

Recommendation

Priority rating

1

Develop a program to increase diversion to composting, food rescue and
other beneficial reuse applications.

MEDIUM

2

Develop information resources for C&I businesses to support
improvements in ordering and inventory control, to achieve waste
avoidance outcomes, particularly with a focus on food organics.

HIGH

3

Support the expansion of commercial recycling services to collect a broad
range of packaging from SMEs, including EPS and flexible plastic
packaging.

HIGH

4

Develop a guide for businesses to achieve a paperless office.

MEDIUM

5

Develop a recycling program for all forms of timber, with a focus on
timber packaging.

MEDIUM

6

Develop a recycling program for non‐packaging plastics.

MEDIUM

Table 2 – Programs

#

Recommendation

Priority rating

7

Develop a program to facilitate the back‐loading of materials and
packaging by suppliers.

HIGH

8

Develop program to facilitate industrial ecology/symbiosis networks, with
an initial focus on food organics.

HIGH

9

Undertake a program to change the perception of post‐consumer end‐of‐
life materials, from that of 'wastes' to 'resources'.

LOW

10

Develop a funding program to facilitate the use of recycled materials in
new products made by Victorian manufacturers.

MEDIUM

11

Develop a program to support SMEs in increasing the purchasing and use
of recycled content products.

LOW

12

Expand the Smarter Resources, Smarter Business (SRSB) program to cover
all SMEs, and further promote it.

MEDIUM
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Table 3 – Information resources and tools

#

Recommendation

Priority rating

13

Develop a set of best practice guidelines for SME recycling.

HIGH

14

Develop a set of best practice reporting standards for waste service
providers to use for regular data reporting to customers.

LOW

15

Research data on C&I waste profiles on an annual basis.

MEDIUM

16

Communicate data on C&I waste profiles to stakeholders on an annual
basis.

MEDIUM

17

Develop information resources on the benefits of waste avoidance, and
the true cost of waste materials of different types.

HIGH

18

Develop materials efficiency auditing resources for C&I businesses.

MEDIUM

Table 4 – Infrastructure
#

Recommendation

Priority rating

19

Support the development of C&I MRFs.

HIGH

20

Support councils in extending kerbside commingled recycling services to
cover SMEs.

HIGH

21

Support the introduction of a more optimal form of automotive
dismantling to reduce shredder floc.

HIGH

22

Support the development of infrastructure outlets for timber recycling.

MEDIUM

Table 5 – Regulatory

#

Recommendation

Priority rating

23

Investigate the potential for restrictions on the landfilling of targeted
recyclable materials.

MEDIUM

24

Investigate restrictions on the direct disposal to landfill of unsorted dry
C&I waste.

HIGH

25

Identify and resolve regulatory barriers that inhibit development of
product containing recycled feedstock.

MEDIUM
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1

INTRODUCTION

Sustainability Victoria (SV) has engaged Sustainable Resource Use Pty Ltd (SRU) to collect detailed
data on the waste stream at commercial and industrial (C&I) businesses in Victoria in a form that is
suitable for evidenced‐based decision making.
This report, and supporting MS Excel based model, contains the findings from the first
comprehensive survey of businesses in Victoria. It is a benchmarking report that can be repeated and
expanded in the future as required, tracking trends, the impact of various programs and the
improved material efficiency of C&I sector businesses in Victoria.
These findings can be used by the Victorian government and industry to develop policies and
program tools that will realise the potential in this sector for improved material efficiency. This in
turn will result in savings to industry, reduced waste generation, improved recovery and recycling
performance, and reductions in flows of waste to landfill.
This section sets out the project objectives, background, and an overview of the project approach.

1.1

Objectives

Victoria’s State Waste and Resource Recovery Policy Getting Full Value (DEPI, 2013) has estimated
the sector’s recovery rate at 66% in 2010–11 with a Towards Zero Waste strategy target in 2013–14
of 80% recovery.
Achieving this 2013–14 target is an obvious challenge, and actions supported by Sustainability
Victoria (SV) will be required to deliver this result. To act in an informed manner, SV needs
information on current waste generators, the major components of solid C&I waste streams, and on
current levels of resource recovery.
However, detailed information on C&I sector waste to landfill and diversion to recycling is currently
lacking. This project aims to provide both specific and consistent primary data from generating
businesses across key industry divisions and a template for further analysis of trends.
Specifically, this study has the following objectives:


Identify the sources of Victorian commercial and industrial (C&I) sector waste, by quantifying
waste to landfill and diversion to recycling streams—by targeted industry division, and by
material composition.



Identify waste reduction and resource recovery opportunities, and provide recommendations to
capitalise on these opportunities.



Provide benchmarking data (2011–12 for this study), and a repeatable data collection approach,
for tracking future changes in the quantities and composition of C&I sector waste streams.

1.2

Background

The C&I sector is a major consumer of materials and contributor to landfill in Victoria. Estimates have
been made on the quantity, key divisions and materials, however, up until now, Victoria has not had
a comprehensive state‐scale data or industry‐level information on the magnitude and impact of the
C&I waste stream.
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To date, data has been drawn from a diversity of sources to map the C&I sector and inform
government policy and programs. For example, calculations on Victoria's C&I sector recovery rate as
being 66% in 2010–11 have been derived from data from landfill data, and C&I sorting and
reprocessing sites.
Collecting and analysing data on C&I materials and wastes has unique challenges. Access to coherent
datasets for the C&I waste stream in Victoria, as in other states/territories in Australia and most
developed nations, is less readily available compared to the waste streams of other sectors (i.e.
municipal waste or construction and demolition waste).
In addition, waste streams generated from commercial enterprises are highly diverse in composition,
generation rates and recycling performance. Furthermore, even if data is available, the diversity of
the waste stream makes it a challenge to understand or to find common threads by which to address
it.
The C&I sector includes industries as diverse as manufacturing, health care, retail, the arts and
education. Each industry sector has a unique profile of turnover, business activities, geographic
distribution and employment. Consequently there have been many data gaps and questions arising
over priority sectors, materials, trends and opportunities.

1.3

Project overview

The high‐level tasks undertaken during this project have been as follows and the detailed project
approach (methodology) is provided in Section 2:
1

Undertake a preliminary desktop profiling analysis of Victorian C&I waste generators, by
ANZSIC division and subdivision, to determine the focus for the site surveys (Task 2).

2

The preliminary desktop profiling analysis has been superseded by the primary data collection
and subsequent data analysis undertaken for the project, and is not reported on in this report.

3

Undertake 120 site surveys of business generating C&I waste, to develop new data on the
waste output flows.

4

Determine the significant sources of waste generation in Victoria, and points of intervention
for improved waste reduction and resource recovery.

5

Report.

This study has used the Australian and New Zealand Standard Industrial Classification (ANZSIC)
system, and applied it to Victorian C&I sector businesses, to provide a structure to the data collection
and subsequent analysis.
A sample of companies representing each of the industry divisions were surveyed/audited for waste
stream data, and also interviewed to establish an understanding of the ways that waste is managed
on‐site and of the key waste management related issues facing business.
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2

METHODOLOGY

2.1

Project scope

There are a total of 13 Australian and New Zealand Standard Industrial Classification system (ANZSIC)
industry divisions that fall within the scope of this study.
There were six industry divisions excluded as they are either predominantly onsite disposal and
largely excluded from C&I waste data (Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing; Mining; Electricity, Gas,
Water and Waste Services), not in the C&I sector (Construction), or smaller non‐site based and
otherwise difficult to characterise divisions (Information Media and Telecommunications; Other
Services).
Of the thirteen industry divisions included within the scope of this study, nine were targeted for
primary data collection (site surveys), with data for the other four to be estimated from pre‐existing
national data (DSEWPaC, 2013), see Section 2.5 for more detail on the use of the DSEWPaC data in
this study.
Furthermore, three of the industry divisions were also surveyed at the sub‐division level in key sub‐
divisions for that industry division, which were:


Retail Trade – 3 out of 5 sub‐divisions



Manufacturing – 9 out of 15 sub‐divisions



Accommodation and Food Services – 2 out of 2 sub‐divisions.

These three industry divisions in particular, have a wide diversity within the division such that the
sub‐divisions are worthy of specific surveying, analysis and reporting. This is particularly the case
where there is a high level of waste generation across the division, as preliminary investigations
determined was the case for these three divisions. For this reason, these industry divisions are being
analysed in this study at both the aggregated division level, and the disaggregated sub‐division level.
This gave a total of six industry divisions surveyed at the division level, and three industry divisions
surveyed at the sub‐division level (14 sub‐divisions), and a total of twenty targeted divisions and sub‐
divisions.
A summary of the industry division/sub‐division study scope across all ANZSIC codes is provided in
Table 6, and a listing of the twenty targeted divisions and sub‐divisions is provided in Table 7.
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Table 6 – Industry division/sub‐division study scope
Included in
this study at
ANZSIC
division
level

Included in
this study at
ANZSIC sub‐
division
level

VIC industry
surveyed as
part of this
study

VIC survey
data used in
this report

A‐AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHING

No

‐

‐

‐

B‐MINING

No

‐

‐

‐

C‐MANUFACTURING

Yes

Yes

Yes

For 3 of 9
sub‐divisions

No

‐

‐

‐

E‐CONSTRUCTION

No

‐

‐

‐

F‐WHOLESALE TRADE

Yes

No

No

No

G‐RETAIL TRADE

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

H‐ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I‐TRANSPORT POSTAL AND WAREHOUSING

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

‐

‐

‐

K‐FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE SERVICES

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

L‐RENTAL, HIRING AND REAL ESTATE SERVICES

Yes

No

No

No

M‐PROFESSIONAL,
SERVICES

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

N‐ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT SERVICES

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

O‐PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND SAFETY

Yes

No

No

No

P‐EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Yes

No

No

No

Q‐HEALTH CARE AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

R‐ARTS AND RECREATION SERVICES

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

S‐OTHER SERVICES

No

‐

‐

‐

Totals

13

3

9

‐

ANZSIC industry division

D‐ELECTRICITY,
SERVICES

GAS,

J‐INFORMATION
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

WATER

AND

WASTE

MEDIA

SCIENTIFIC

AND

&

TECHNICAL

A desktop review of currently available datasets was undertaken as an initial stage of this study to
build up a picture of C&I waste in Victoria. A significant component of this work had just been
completed on a national basis (DSEWPaC, 2013) and was relevant and available for this project.
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) data was also accessed for the:


number and type of C&I businesses operating across Victoria



business turnover



business size range data on of the businesses that make up the C&I sector



employment by the C&I sector by industry division and sub‐division.
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This contributed to the determination of the sample size and distribution of surveys by ANZSIC
division and subdivision. Consideration was also given to the diversity of waste quantities generated
and recycling between industry divisions. The initial scope assumed the completion of 120 site
surveys, however 132 site surveys were completed during the survey phase, as additional surveys
were pursued to ensure good coverage of all the targeted divisions/sub‐divisions.
A summary of the number of surveyed organisations, by industry division/sub‐division, is provided in
Table 7.

Table 7 – C&I site surveys, by industry divisions/sub‐division
Industry division (upper case)
and sub‐division (lower case)

Completed
surveys

# of surveys
ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES – Food and Beverage Services

10

RETAIL TRADE – Food Retailing

12

RETAIL TRADE – Other Store‐Based Retailing

14

ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES – Accommodation

9

ARTS AND RECREATION SERVICES – Arts and recreation services, nfd

10

MANUFACTURING – Food Product Manufacturing

10

HEALTH CARE AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE – Health care and social assistance, nfd

8

MANUFACTURING – Fabricated Metal Product Manufacturing

7

MANUFACTURING – Machinery and Equipment Manufacturing

5

PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC & TECHNICAL SERVICES – Professional, scientific & technical
services, nfd

6

RETAIL TRADE – Motor Vehicle and Motor Vehicle Parts Retailing

6

ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT SERVICES – Administrative and support services, nfd

5

FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE SERVICES – Financial and insurance services, nfd

3

MANUFACTURING – Furniture and Other Manufacturing

3

MANUFACTURING – Polymer Product and Rubber Product Manufacturing

2

MANUFACTURING – Printing (including the Reproduction of Recorded Media)

4

MANUFACTURING – Textile, Leather, Clothing and Footwear Manufacturing

4

MANUFACTURING – Transport Equipment Manufacturing

4

MANUFACTURING – Wood Product Manufacturing

3

TRANSPORT POSTAL AND WAREHOUSING – Transport, postal and warehousing, nfd

3

All other divisions/sub‐divisions

0

Totals
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2.2

Data timeframe

This survey focussed on collecting data for 12 months of waste and recycling from businesses, with
the target the 2011–12 financial year. In general larger businesses were often able to provide 12
months of mass based data, with small and medium enterprises (SMEs) generally providing
volumetric based data on waste generation during a typical week or month, which was then
extrapolated up to a full year’s data, and converted to a mass basis.
Latest available ABS industry data was used, this ranged from 2009–10 data for business counts (ABS,
2012b), to more current 2011–12 data for employee numbers by division and sub‐division (ABS,
2013).

2.3

Material categories, types and densities

The material categories and types used in this study are presented in Table 8. The system is closely
aligned with the material categories and types used in the DSEWPaC (2013) report.
Where survey data was collected on a volumetric basis, this was converted to a mass basis using
density values established from previous C&I waste audits and drawn from the DSEWPaC (2013)
report. These density values are for uncompacted to lightly compacted materials. These density
values were chosen, as while wastes can range from uncompacted to heavily compacted at the point
of collection, larger businesses dominate in the use of compactors. Larger businesses were also the
most likely to report data on a weight basis, removing the need for volume to mass conversion.
Smaller businesses are less likely to compact waste streams, and were also much more likely to
report on a volumetric basis.
Note that the study excludes prescribed industrial wastes (PIWs) and liquid wastes (e.g. trade waste).
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Table 8 – Material categories, types and default densities (DSEWPaC, 2013)
Material category

Material type

Material
type code

Density
(kg/m3)

Masonry materials

Asphalt

A1

800

Masonry materials

Bricks

A2

800

Masonry materials

Concrete

A3

800

Masonry materials

Rubble

A4

800

Masonry materials

Plasterboard & cement sheeting (ex. asbestos
reinforced)

A5

800

Metals

Steel

B1

140

Metals

Aluminium

B2

140

Metals

Non‐ferrous metals (ex. Al)

B3

140

Organics

Food organics

C1

400

Organics

Garden organics

C2

200

Organics

Timber

C3

200

Organics

Other organics

C4

200

Paper & cardboard

Cardboard

D1

130

Paper & cardboard

Office paper

D2

150

Paper & cardboard

Other paper

D3

150

Plastics

Plastic packaging

E1

70

Plastics

Other plastics

E2

70

Glass

Packaging glass

F1

400

Glass

Other glass

F2

400

Other

Leather & textiles

G1

100

Other

Tyres & other rubber

G2

200

Other

Electrical and electronic

G3

200

Other

Aggregated residual

G4

200

Other

Other

G5

200

Unknown

Unknown

X

200

2.4

Industry site surveys

Taking the prioritised ANZSIC divisions and subdivisions and ABS data on number of businesses in
divisions and size (employee numbers), weighted against waste disposal to landfill, care was taken in
identifying the required number of interviews in each division and by size of company. The number
typically ranges from a target minimum of 3 surveys per industry division/sub‐division (with one per
business EFTE size bracket of 1–19, 20–199 and 200+) and up to 12 per industry division/sub‐division
(with four per business EFTE size bracket of 1–19, 20–199 and 200+).
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The number of site visits per industry division/sub‐division is based on the preliminary estimates of
total quantities of waste disposed to landfill undertaken during the initial stages of this project, with
the allocation brackets being:


>100,000 tonnes = 4 visits/business size range



>75,000 tonnes = 3 visits/business size range



>50,000 tonnes = 2 visits/business size range



<50,000 tonnes = 1 visit/business size range.

Based on the method outlined, the targeted number of site surveys to be completed was 120, with
132 site surveys completed in the final count.


The individual in‐depth interviews undertaken as part of this project provided an excellent
opportunity for collection of both qualitative and quantitative data on each business, and
therefore inform the picture on each division.



Useful qualitative information included organisational and staff awareness of the cost of waste,
management systems for waste and recycling, processes of engagement.



Quantitative information included number of employees and quantity of different materials
recycled, disposed to landfill or other forms of disposal (e.g. charitable donation).

The core information elements of the questionnaire were:


Industry classification



Business size (EFTE)



Material types and quantities (mass or volume) to landfill



Material types and quantities (mass or volume) diverted for recycling



Material types and quantities (mass or volume) disposed of by any other method (including
incineration, food rescue)



Costs for landfill, recycling and other disposal



Details on the waste management systems that are in place including frequency of collection,
conduct of audits, engagement of specialists for advice



Awareness of waste within the organisation, including:
o

who manages waste

o

staff awareness of waste to landfill

o

staff awareness of materials that can be recycled

o

staff awareness of costs of waste.



Barriers to waste reduction and recycling



Attitudes to waste within the organisation



Observations on opportunities for waste avoidance and/or material reuse.

A copy of the site survey form is provided in Appendix A.
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Given that some businesses, particularly smaller businesses, would not have weight data from audits
or collection service providers, flexibility was built into the survey to collect data in weight or volume
terms. When combined with default waste and recycling density values (Table 8) this allowed the
estimation of the weight of the different waste materials generated.

2.5

The use of pre-existing industry division level
data

For the industry divisions and subdivisions included in this report which were either not directly
surveyed, or where few surveys were conducted (generally five or less) and the survey data proved
to be highly variable, data from a DSEWPaC study (2013) was used rather than primary survey data.
The DSEWPaC data was based on a meta‐analysis of pre‐existing Australian and overseas waste and
recycling audit datasets, including a large scale C&I industry audit study undertaken by the
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs UK during 2009 (DEFRA, 2011).
While the DSEWPaC (2013) study did include a number of verification type audits, it did not involve
the collection of significant quantities of new primary data, nor is it anticipated that it will be
undertaken on a regular basis at the national level. As the federal data is possibly going to become
more and more out of date, its usefulness for filling gaps in the SV industry division survey dataset in
future years may reduce, assuming that ongoing data collection at the Victorian level continues. This
aspect will need to be taken into consideration for any subsequent iterations of this study, when
determining the C&I survey sample industry spread and sample size in future years.
Within the scope of the industry divisions/sub‐divisions that were surveyed, 81% of the total mass
quantity of waste to landfill is based on Victorian survey data. The other 19% has been derived from
data in a recently completed DSEWPaC (2013) study. The DSEWPaC study included an extensive
review and synthesis of pre‐existing international and Australian C&I waste and recycling audit
datasets, and also assessed C&I industry division waste and recycling generation profiles using the
ANZSIC framework.
In addition, for Victorian industry divisions that were not directly surveyed for this study, waste and
recycling profile data was also derived from the DSEWPaC study. Overall, across all industry divisions
included within the scope of this study, including industry divisions that were not surveyed, 62% of
the total mass quantity of waste to landfill was based on the new Victorian survey data.

2.6

Conducting interviews with business

One hundred and thirty‐two (132) individual surveys were undertaken. These were generally with
senior people or those responsible for waste management. These were a combination of face‐to‐face
site based and telephone surveys, supported by follow‐up e‐mail contact as required.
The original intent was to undertake as many surveys as possible on a face‐to‐face basis, as this
typically provides a richer range of responses, and allows for bin inspections if required. It was found
however that a significant proportion of respondents, while cooperative, preferred to complete the
survey over the phone, typically due to time pressures. Approximately 40–45% of the surveys were
completed through site based meetings, with a number of telephone based surveys (5) requiring
follow‐up site visits to undertake bin inspections to complete data capture for compositional waste
and/or recycling data.
Most survey respondents were pleased to contribute to this state‐wide industry survey, with some,
generally the larger businesses seeking verification on the purpose and confidentiality of the data. In
many instances the SV/SRU plain language statement on the study was provided to respondents.
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2.7

Industry group consultation

Eight industry groups were approached to contribute to this study, with four providing detailed
written responses to the information requests.
The objective of the consultation with these organisations was to gain their input on the key issues
relating to C&I waste generated by their members and industry division, and the feedback has
contributed to the recommendations developed in this report.
The consultation with the industry groups provided an understanding of:


the wider context for business



the specific waste and recycling barriers and opportunities faced by different industry groupings
(both on site and off site)



recent activity coordinated by industry groups with members



novel initiatives by members that have achieved improved waste and recycling outcomes



suggestions about ways government can assist.

2.8

Greenhouse gas emission benefit of avoided
landfill

The methodology used in this report for determining the greenhouse gas benefit of avoided landfill
for each material type and industry division is based on that used in the DSEWPaC (DSEWPaC, 2013)
report.
The DSEWPaC report included an assessment of the available Australian C&I related LCA data, with
the most recent detailed Australian study being that undertaken by the NSW Department of
Environment, Climate Change and Water (DECCW, 2010). While an approximation for Victoria, the
NSW data provides the most up‐to‐date and suitably detailed LCA modelling that is available. A
similar study was undertaken for Victoria in 2005 (RMIT University, 2005) however the data
underlying this report is now a decade old, and it is understood that it is currently being updated.
The greenhouse gas emission assessment undertaken in this study determines the greenhouse gas
impacts, against the baseline of 100% of C&I waste disposal to landfill of the following two scenarios:


current C&I waste materials diversion to recycling



100% of C&I waste materials are diverted to recycling.

The difference between these two scenarios provides an estimate of the greenhouse gas emission
benefit that could be achieved, relative to the current status quo, if all C&I waste materials were
diverted to recycling.
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2.9

Financial impacts of waste

Of interest to industry, government and other stakeholders is the cost of waste management to
industry, and also the embedded purchase costs that the disposed of materials incurred when
purchased, referred to as ‘input costs’.
The objective of the costing exercise is to highlight to industry and other stakeholders the economic
costs, by material type and industry division, associated with:


waste collection, disposal to landfill and diversion to recycling



purchasing business inputs that are then converted to waste or recycled.

These financial impacts represent the cost side of what is often described in economic terms as
‘material efficiency’. Improving material efficiency means reducing a component of business costs,
which largely shifts straight to the bottom line, disregarding any costs associated with enabling the
avoidance of input costs.
Information on waste and recycling collection and disposal costs (in terms of $/tonne by stream and
material type) has been obtained from the surveys, and do not take into account other disposal
methods or revenue obtained from sale of valuable materials, such as cardboard, plastic or metals.
Approximate ‘input’ cost factors (in terms of $/tonne) have been drawn from the DSEWPaC (2013)
study, and allow estimates of the theoretical ‘avoidable’ costs of waste. As noted in the DSEWPaC
report the input cost factors are approximate, and so the calculations of input costs in Section 3.4
should only be seen as indicative of the likely magnitude of the costs associated with the business
inputs that are converted into wastes.
The input cost estimates exclude costs to business associated with the handling and transformation
of materials that are eventually disposed of as wastes, such as energy and water related costs and
also costs of staff time spent on handling the materials. While potentially significant, these costs are
difficult to estimate, and so the estimates provided in this report should be seen as conservative.

2.10

Recommendations development

The recommendations developed during this study are distilled from the industry surveys, data
analysis and the views of the project team. The objective has been to develop practical
recommendations that will enhance improved waste diversion and reduction outcomes across the
C&I sector, with a focus on recommendations for which there is a role for government to facilitate
the improved outcomes.
As much as practicable, recommendations have been aligned with the objectives of the recently
released SV strategic plan, and cover the full spectrum of targeting specific materials, program
development, information resources and tools, infrastructure and regulatory aspects.
In order to give guidance on the relative importance of each recommendation, a priority rating has
been developed. These ratings are qualitative in nature, but are based in large part on the potential
scale for waste reduction and diversion for recycling.
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The development of the recommendations has also taken account the aspects below, which are
explored in more detail, as appropriated, against each of the recommendations:
•

environmental impact

•

cost and benefit to business, including input cost savings

•

market availability

•

accessibility to services.

2.11

Confidentiality

Assurances were provided to interviewees on the confidentiality and security of data that no
company specific information would be identifiable in the report. Interviewees were also provided
with a plain language statement describing the project, its objectives, collection and use of data,
contact names, and details on confidentiality.
To preserve confidentiality, company names and identifiable characteristics such as location,
material types and quantities and staff numbers are not reported. Information is presented in such a
way as to inform the reader while respecting the confidential contribution of interviewees.

2.12

Data limitations

It is important to note that it is not possible, within the scope of this project, to survey and audit a
‘statistically significant’ number of Victorian businesses (e.g. to a 95% confidence level with a 10%
uncertainty interval), as this would entail surveying in the order of 100+ businesses in each targeted
ANZSIC division/sub‐division, depending on number of businesses in the industry sector.
For this reason the survey data is indicative, and concerns about its limitations are reasonable and
should be borne in mind when considering the data presented in this report. However, the authors
believe that the higher level findings of this report are well supported by the available audit data, and
that cross verification of the combined audit and existing data, with other available datasets, shows a
good level of consistency with overall waste generation. The estimates provided in this report differ
by approximately 6%, adjusted to Victoria only, from the earlier national study (DSEWPaC, 2013).
SRU presents the data in this report in good faith and has made significant efforts to validate key
values.
No statistical analysis has been undertaken on the audit data compiled for this study, given the
relatively small number of surveys (132) undertaken across nine industry divisions. Should additional
audits be undertaken in the future this could well allow useful analyses of statistical validity to be
completed, and this is recommended should the audit dataset grow to a reasonable size over the
next 2–3 years, and sufficient consistency in the core data collection method is maintained.
The site surveys focussed on data collection by industry division, not by geographic region, although
many regional businesses were surveyed. However the development of meaningful metro/non‐
metro data splits is not currently feasible.
Mass is the common denominator used for all materials in this report. As different materials can
have greatly differing densities, and potential compaction levels at the point of collection, the
conversion of volume to mass introduces a potential source of error into calculations. To provide
consistency for calculations, where volumetric data was provided, it was converted to mass using the
densities shown in Table 8 for each material.
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The survey data and supporting datasets used for this study are based on materials leaving
businesses as either recycling or to landfill. Subsequent to collection there is now an increasing
amount of sorting of the C&I landfill stream for the diversion of recyclables, such as sorting and
recovery from open skips prior to consolidation for landfilling. There would also be some sorting at
transfer stations of material that is self‐hauled by businesses. All of this potential subsequent sorting
and diversion is outside the split of recycling and landfill streams recorded at waste generating sites.
Throughout this report most values in the text, tables and figures have been rounded. For this
reason, minor discrepancies may occur between stated totals and the apparent summation of the
determinate values. Percentage values have been calculated using the determinate values prior to
rounding.
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3

C&I SECTOR OVERVIEW

3.1

Division and sub-division employment

The Commercial and Industrial sector in Victoria is both large in size and complex in nature. It is
made up of diverse divisions and sub‐divisions encompassing businesses of all sizes. Table 9 provides
a summary of the Victorian industry divisions and sub‐divisions targeted by this study, and Figure 3
shows the relative size of each division by EFTE. Detailed characterisations of waste to landfill and
diversion to recycling for each of these industry divisions and sub‐divisions are provided in Section 4.

Figure 3 – Division size by EFTE
Industry size (EFTE)
0

100 000

ARTS AND RECREATION SERVICES

2.4%

RENTAL, HIRING AND REAL ESTATE SERVICES

2.4%

ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT SERVICES

4.4%

FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE SERVICES

5.1%

WHOLESALE TRADE

5.6%

TRANSPORT POSTAL AND WAREHOUSING

5.8%

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND SAFETY

6.6%

ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES

6.9%

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

9.6%

RETAIL TRADE

11.4%

PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
SERVICES

11.6%

HEALTH CARE AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE

13.9%

MANUFACTURING

14.4%
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Table 9 – Industry divisions and sub‐divisions in Victoria by EFTE, 2011–12 data (ABS, 2013)
ANZSI
C code

ANZSIC description

C11

MANUFACTURING – Food Product Manufacturing

51 500

C12

MANUFACTURING – Beverage and Tobacco Product Manufacturing

15 000

C13

MANUFACTURING – Textile, Leather, Clothing and Footwear Manufacturing

17 500

C14

MANUFACTURING – Wood Product Manufacturing

9 000

C15

MANUFACTURING – Pulp, Paper and Converted Paper Product Manufacturing

7 000

C16

MANUFACTURING – Printing (including the Reproduction of Recorded Media)

11 500

C17

MANUFACTURING – Petroleum and Coal Product Manufacturing

C18

MANUFACTURING – Basic Chemical and Chemical Product Manufacturing

16 500

C19

MANUFACTURING – Polymer Product and Rubber Product Manufacturing

15 000

C20

MANUFACTURING – Non‐Metallic Mineral Product Manufacturing

11 000

C21

MANUFACTURING – Primary Metal and Metal Product Manufacturing

14 500

C22

MANUFACTURING – Fabricated Metal Product Manufacturing

16 500

C23

MANUFACTURING – Transport Equipment Manufacturing

36 000

C24

MANUFACTURING – Machinery and Equipment Manufacturing

32 500

C25

MANUFACTURING – Furniture and Other Manufacturing

15 500

F00

WHOLESALE TRADE

G39

RETAIL TRADE – Motor Vehicle and Motor Vehicle Parts Retailing

G40

RETAIL TRADE – Fuel Retailing

7 000

G41

RETAIL TRADE – Food Retailing

72 000

G42

RETAIL TRADE – Other Store‐Based Retailing

G43

RETAIL TRADE – Non‐Store Retailing and Retail Commission‐Based Buying and/or
Selling

H44

ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES – Accommodation

H45

ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES – Food and Beverage Services

118 500

I00

TRANSPORT POSTAL AND WAREHOUSING

109 500

K00

FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE SERVICES

97 000

L00

RENTAL, HIRING AND REAL ESTATE SERVICES

45 000

M00

PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL SERVICES

N00

ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT SERVICES

O00

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND SAFETY

124 500

P00

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

182 000

Q00

HEALTH CARE AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE

263 000

R00

ARTS AND RECREATION SERVICES

Total
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3.2

Materials in the C&I waste stream

This section provides an overview of the C&I waste stream, in particular this section looks at the key
materials that are found in the C&I waste stream at the generator’s site and provides an overview of
the current levels of recycling activity across small, medium and large companies.
The total C&I recycling activity from this study is less than the 2010–11 data in the SV report
Victorian Recycling Industries Annual Survey 2010–11 (SV, 2012b) of 4 million tonnes, which
encompasses all C&I divisions, and also includes a wider range of materials (e.g. sawdust, forestry
residues, manure and sludges).
Across Victoria, for the industry divisions within the scope of this study the C&I waste stream
accounts for just over 3 million tonnes of waste generation per year, as shown in Figure 4 and Table
10. Of this, 1.3 million tonnes of C&I waste is sent to landfill and 1.7 million tonnes is recovered. The
estimated diversion rate at the generator site level for the C&I divisions covered by this study is
about 56% across the State.
This is less than the 66% identified in the recent Victorian waste and resource recovery policy Getting
Full Value (DEPI, 2013), and the 2.6 million tonnes of recovery identified in the SV (2012b) report.
Due to the different and more limited scope of this study, it is not possible (or a purpose) to calculate
a new alternative diversion rate or quantity of recovery for the C&I sector in Victoria. However it is
worth discussing in some more detail the scope related reasons for these differences, which include:


This study excludes a number of C&I subdivisions that are included in the DEPI (2013) and SV
(2012b) reports. For example, it does not include primary producers such as mining, forestry or
agriculture. This scope difference largely excludes material types such as Sawdust & other
forestry residuals and Other & mixed organics (which includes manure and sludge) for which
recovery was approximately 320,000 tonnes in 2010–11 (SV, 2012b).



The surveys undertaken for this study quantify data at the point of collection from businesses. It
does not provide information on actual waste in the gate at landfills, or in the gate at
reprocessing facilities. So any waste to landfill collected from business sites, which is
subsequently sorted by the waste industry to recover materials, will not be reported as recovery
by survey respondents.



Any small and medium enterprises (SMEs) collections by municipal contractors (of which there
are over 100,000 sites state‐wide) would potentially be accounted for in MSW data at the
landfill/reprocessing level, rather than in C&I sector data.



More generally, accurately allocating waste to landfill and diversion to recycling between the
MSW, C&I and C&D sectors is an ongoing challenge. This decision is often made by site based
staff at disposal facilities and can involve mixed loads.



This study includes diverted material to all destinations, including some reuse applications. This
includes food rescue, food for livestock and any other compost related processing. The state‐
wide 2010–11 C&I data specifically excludes some of these types of recovery.

It is worth noting that Victoria’s whole of sector C&I diversion rate of 66% (DEPI, 2013) compares
well with the national average C&I recycling rate of 46% (DSEWPaC, 2013).
The main materials currently recovered from the C&I waste stream include: paper and cardboard,
food organics, plastics, glass, metals and timber.
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Figure 4 also shows the high amount of cardboard, office paper and plastics in the general waste
stream despite the fact that these materials readily recyclable. There is also a significant contribution
of food organics to the C&I waste stream. Food organics make up a high proportion of waste from
the Accommodation and Food Services division, and the Food Manufacturing and Food Retail
subdivisions.

Table 10 – Summary of estimated Victorian C&I waste and recycling streams by material (for industry
divisions within the scope of the study)
Material type

Disposal to
landfill
(‘000 tonnes)

Diverted to
recycling
(‘000 tonnes)

Total waste
generation
(‘000 tonnes)

Recycling rate
(%)

Masonry materials

18

55

73

75%

Steel

15

221

236

94%

3

43

46

94%

Other metals

<1

22

23

>96%

Food organics

589

69

658

11%

6

1

7

14%

Timber

74

53

127

42%

Other organics

20

22

42

52%

100

733

833

88%

Office paper

35

231

267

87%

Other paper

52

50

102

49%

103

31

134

23%

Other plastics

57

24

81

30%

Packaging glass

36

32

68

47%

4

4

8

47%

16

2

18

12%

Tyres/rubber

7

26

33

79%

Electrical and electronic

1

3

4

73%

211

72

283

26%

1347

1694

3041

56%

Aluminium

Garden organics

Cardboard

Plastic packaging

Other glass
Leather & textiles

Unknown
Total
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Figure 4 – Material composition of the C&I waste/recycling streams
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In handling a range of compositional data sets there are often materials that do not fall into a
category or those managing the materials are unable to easily identify them. Where possible these
are reallocated to the material splits that are widely used. In some cases this is not possible or would
lead to distorted results so these quantities have been included under ‘Unknown’.
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3.3

Greenhouse gas emission benefit of avoided
landfill

This section provides estimates on the benefits of recycling, both at current levels and the benefit
that would result if all material currently disposed to landfill could be recovered. The assessment
provided here is limited to greenhouse gas emissions and is not an assessment of the full
environmental impacts of waste generation and disposal to landfill, which could include other
environmental impacts that are significant. Waste disposal to landfill increases greenhouse gas
emissions in two main ways:
1

Where materials are not recycled, emissions associated with the extraction and processing of
virgin materials to replace the lost materials.

2

The generation of methane from biological decomposition in landfills, methane is a strong
greenhouse gas.

When materials are recycled to create new products, the initial steps in the material supply chain are
avoided, including extraction of minerals or growth of trees or plants (for production of timber,
paper, cardboard and textiles) and initial processing of the feedstock for manufacturing of a product.
While the greenhouse gas emission benefit is dependent on the material, it is usually the case that
recycling results in a better greenhouse gas outcomes, than disposal to landfill, along with the
associated requirement to extract new raw materials.
As outlined in the greenhouse gas emissions methodology section (Section 2.7), data from DECCW
(2010) has been used to determine the greenhouse gas impacts, against the baseline of 100% of C&I
waste disposal to landfill, of the following two scenarios:


current C&I waste materials diversion to recycling



100% of C&I waste materials are diverted into recycling.

Calculating the difference between the two scenarios provides an estimate of the net greenhouse
gas emission benefit that could be achieved, relative to the current status quo, if all C&I waste
materials were diverted to recycling destinations.
Table 11 provides a summary of the greenhouse gas emission factors used in this report. The net
impact of recycling values are those used in calculations, with the landfill impact and recycling impact
values provided for reference.
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Table 11 – Greenhouse gas impacts of landfilling and recycling materials (DECCW, 2010)
Material type

Landfill (primary
material production,
collection and
landfilling impacts)

Recycling (collection,
sorting and
reprocessing
impacts)

t CO2‐e / tonne

t CO2‐e / tonne

Net impact of recycling

t CO2‐e / tonne

%

Asphalt

0.027

0.007

‐0.02

‐75%

Bricks

0.030

0.010

‐0.02

‐67%

Concrete

0.020

0.000

‐0.02

‐100%

Rubble

0.027

0.007

‐0.02

‐75%

Plasterboard

0.030

0.010

‐0.02

‐67%

1.58

1.14

‐0.44

‐28%

18.20

0.46

‐17.74

‐97%

Other metals

5.28

1.85

‐3.43

‐65%

Food organics

0.42

0.17

‐0.25

‐60%

Garden organics

0.50

0.17

‐0.33

‐66%

Timber

1.18

‐0.16

‐1.34

‐114%

Other organics

0.50

0.17

‐0.33

‐60%

Cardboard

0.81

0.18

‐0.63

‐78%

Office paper

0.81

0.18

‐0.63

‐78%

Other paper

0.81

0.18

‐0.63

‐46%

Plastic packaging

2.18

0.87

‐1.31

‐60%

Other plastics

2.28

0.69

‐1.59

‐70%

Packaging glass

0.65

0.09

‐0.56

‐86%

Other glass

0.03

0.00

‐0.03

‐100%

Leather & textiles

2.28

0.69

‐1.59

‐70

Tyres/rubber

1.04

‐0.03

‐1.07

‐103%

Unknown

1.09

0.29

‐0.80

‐71%

Steel
Aluminium

* The material type ‘Electrical and electronic’ is excluded from the calculations due to the unavailability of data.

Figure 5 and Table 12 describe greenhouse gas emissions that are avoided through recycling in the
Victorian C&I sector. Overall, 1.9 Mt CO2‐e/yr are currently avoided in the state with potential total
avoidance of 2.8 Mt CO2‐e/yr if 100% of all C&I materials were to be diverted for recycling.
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Table 12 – Avoided greenhouse gas emissions through recycling, by industry division
Material type

MANUFACTURING

Avoided GHG
emissions from
recycling –
current

Avoided GHG
emissions from
recycling – 100%
diversion

Potential gain

t CO2‐e

t CO2‐e

t CO2‐e

1 144 000

1 479 000

335 000

78 000

173 000

95 000

RETAIL TRADE

217 000

322 000

105 000

ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES

120 000

303 000

183 000

TRANSPORT POSTAL AND WAREHOUSING

75 000

85 000

10 000

FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE SERVICES

12 000

21 000

9 000

RENTAL, HIRING AND REAL ESTATE SERVICES

6 000

10 000

4 000

PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND TECH. SERV.

28 000

47 000

19 000

ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT SERVICES

11 000

18 000

7 000

8 000

36 000

28 000

14 000

57 000

43 000

134 000

168 000

34 000

42 000

96 000

54 000

1 890 000

2 810 000

930 000

WHOLESALE TRADE

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND SAFETY
EDUCATION AND TRAINING
HEALTH CARE AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE
ARTS AND RECREATION SERVICES

Total
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Figure 5 – Avoided greenhouse gas emissions through recycling, by industry division (million tonnes CO2‐e)
Avoided GHG emissions from recycling ‐ current
Avoided GHG emissions from recycling ‐ 100% diversion
0.0

0.2

Mt CO2‐e per year
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

1.2

1.4

MANUFACTURING
WHOLESALE TRADE
RETAIL TRADE
ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES
TRANSPORT POSTAL AND WAREHOUSING
FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE SERVICES
RENTAL, HIRING AND REAL ESTATE SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND TECH. SERVICES
ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT SERVICES
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND SAFETY
EDUCATION AND TRAINING
HEALTH CARE AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE
ARTS AND RECREATION SERVICES

Figure 6 and Table 13 provide the estimates of greenhouse gas emissions that are avoided through
C&I recycling in Victoria by material type. Timber, plastics and food organics represent the highest
potential for increased avoidance of greenhouse gas emissions by further recycling in the state.
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Table 13 – Avoided greenhouse gas emissions through recycling, by material type [to be completed)
Material type

Masonry materials

Avoided GHG
emissions from
recycling – current

Avoided GHG
emissions from
recycling – 100%
diversion

Potential gain

t CO2‐e

t CO2‐e

t CO2‐e

1 000

1 000

‐

97 000

104 000

7 000

761 000

813 000

52 000

Other metals

77 000

77 000

‐

Food organics

17 000

165 000

148 000

‐

2 000

2 000

71 000

170 000

99 000

5 000

10 000

5 000

Cardboard

462 000

525 000

63 000

Office paper

146 000

168 000

22 000

Other paper

52 000

106 000

54 000

Plastic packaging

41 000

176 000

135 000

Other plastics

38 000

128 000

90 000

Packaging glass

18 000

38 000

20 000

‐

‐

‐

3 000

29 000

26 000

27 000

35 000

8 000

5 000

7 000

2 000

67 000

262 000

195 000

1 890 000

2 810 000

930 000

Steel
Aluminium

Garden organics
Timber
Other organics

Other glass
Leather & textiles
Tyres/rubber
Electrical and electronic
Other / unknown
Total
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Figure 6 – Avoided greenhouse gas emissions through recycling – by material type (million tonnes CO2‐e)
Avoided GHG emissions from recycling ‐ current
Avoided GHG emissions from recycling ‐ 100% diversion
0.0
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Mt CO2‐e per year
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0.6
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Masonry materials
Steel
Aluminium
Non‐ferrous metals (ex. Al)
Food organics
Garden organics
Timber
Other organics
Cardboard
Office paper
Other paper
Plastic packaging
Other plastics
Packaging glass
Other glass
Leather & textiles
Tyres & other rubber
Electrical and electronic
Other / unknown

3.4

Economic cost of waste and recycling

Disposing of material to landfill or diverting it to recycling represents a cost to Victorian businesses of
approximately $7.6 billion per annum.
Both disposal and diversion of materials represent cost to businesses in two ways: the cost of
disposal and the input value of that material that is not utilised by businesses.
For this study, the cost of disposal per tonne of material was that reported in surveys by businesses
with a disposal to landfill collection ($149.27/tonne). Given the variations in available recycling
collections and the costs of those collections, the cost of diverting material for recycling was that
reported by businesses that had a commingled recycling collection service ($82.23/tonne). This was
aggregated by material and industry subdivision to give a total cost of disposal and diversion of $340
million as shown in Table 14
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Table 14 – Disposal and diversion costs by industry subdivision
Industry division

Disposal to
landfill

Diversion to
recycling

Total

($ million)

($ million)

($ million)

MANUFACTURING

$54

$68

$122

WHOLESALE TRADE

$18

$9

$27

RETAIL TRADE

$29

$24

$52

ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES

$67

$13

$80

TRANSPORT POSTAL AND WAREHOUSING

$2

$6

$7

FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE SERVICES

$1

$1

$2

RENTAL, HIRING AND REAL ESTATE SERVICES

$1

$1

$1

PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL SERVICES

$3

$3

$5

ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT SERVICES

$1

$1

$2

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND SAFETY

$5

$1

$6

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

$7

$1

$8

HEALTH CARE AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE

$6

$11

$17

ARTS AND RECREATION SERVICES

$9

$2

$11

$201

$139

$340

TOTAL

The value of inputs for businesses were calculated using a range of estimates from industry sources
for the value of material types used in this study as shown in Table 15. From the high and low
estimates of material value, a median was calculated. This median was the value used for all material
input costs.
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Table 15 – Input costs by material.
Material type name

Asphalt

Low input cost

High input cost

Median input cost

($/tonne)

($/tonne)

($/tonne)

$50

$200

$125

$100

$500

$300

$50

$200

$125

Rubble

$100

$500

$300

Plasterboard & cement sheeting (ex. asbestos)

$200

$500

$350

Steel

$800

$2 000

$1 400

Aluminium

$2 000

$4 000

$3 000

Non‐ferrous metals (ex. Al)

$2 000

$10 000

$6 000

Food organics

$1 000

$10 000

$5 500

$100

$300

$200

$1 000

$4 000

$2 500

Other organics

$100

$300

$200

Cardboard

$500

$1 500

$1 000

Office paper

$1 500

$3 000

$2 250

Other paper

$500

$1 500

$1 000

Plastic packaging

$800

$3 000

$1 900

Other plastics

$800

$3 000

$1 900

Packaging glass

$300

$3 000

$1 650

Other glass

$300

$1 000

$650

Leather & textiles

$2 000

$10 000

$6 000

Tyres & other rubber

$5 000

$15 000

$10 000

$100

$1 000

$550

Bricks
Concrete

Garden organics
Timber

Other and unknown

Figure 7 shows, by industry division, the cost of those inputs disposal to landfill or diverted for
recycling for businesses in Victoria. Figure 8 shows the combined cost of material inputs and disposal
of materials sent to landfill and for recycling. This also includes the input value of the materials
disposed of by businesses in the state. Comparing the two figures, it can be seen that the input value
is the biggest component of these costs to business with the overall value of inputs disposed to
landfill was $4.3 billion and those sent to recycling $2.9 billion, giving a total of $7.2 billion.
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Figure 7 – Input cost to industry, by division ($ million)
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Figure 8 – Combined input and disposal cost of waste to industry ($ million)
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It is important to note that the costs used in this analysis are approximate estimates only. The
disposal and recycling costs are based on average survey results for disposal to landfill and
commingled recycling and do not take into account other disposal methods or revenue obtained
from sale of valuable materials. Input costs are estimated from a variety of industry publications and
industry sources.
Table 16 shows the estimated material input costs associated with the C&I waste stream. Food
organics represents the largest wasted input cost and while a proportion of this waste may be
unavoidable, even a moderate reduction in this wasted material will have significant economic
benefits.
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Table 16 – Estimated total input cost of disposed and recycled materials
Material type

Input costs ($ million)
Waste to
landfill

Masonry materials

Waste to recycling

Total

<$10

$10

$20

Steel

$20

$310

$330

Aluminium

$10

$130

$140

<$10

$130

$140

$3 240

$380

$3 620

Garden organics

<$10

<$10

<$10

Timber

$190

$130

$320

Other organics

<$10

<$10

$10

Cardboard

$100

$730

$830

Office paper

$80

$520

$600

Other paper

$50

$50

$100

Plastic packaging

$190

$60

$250

Other plastics

$110

$50

$150

$60

$50

$110

Other glass

<$10

<$10

<$10

Leather & textiles

$100

$10

$110

$70

$260

$330

$120

$40

$150

$4 340

$2 850

$7 200

Non‐ferrous metals (ex. Al)
Food organics

Packaging glass

Tyres & other rubber
Other materials
Total
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4

DIVISION AND SUB-DIVISION LEVEL
RESULTS

This section contains data summary tables that enable comparison of the materials that each of the
C&I divisions and subdivisions project scope dispose of landfill and divert to recycling. This
comparison allows for identification of target divisions and subdivisions for government to consider,
plan and act on improvements to the material efficiency of their industries.
The summary for each division and subdivision is arranged using a standard template (data summary
table) enabling easy comparisons. There is also a written commentary at the beginning of each
division that includes observations and identified opportunities for waste avoidance and recycling
from that division.
Each summary addresses the number of businesses in Victoria in that division/sub‐division, the size
of that division/sub‐division in equivalent full time employees (EFTE) based on data from ABS, and
charts total material generated, sent to landfill and recycled, by material category and per EFTE.
This method and similar templates were used in the recently completed national C&I benchmarking
report (DSEWPaC, 2013). There is considerable benefit in the use of these templates as it enables
consistent reporting, analysis and commentary for national and state data sets on this important
sector of the economy.

4.1

The C&I waste stream by industry division

As Figure 9 shows there is significant variation in the waste generation levels between industry
divisions and sub‐divisions.
The average waste generation per employee across all industry sectors studied is 1.6 tonnes/EFTE.yr
as shown in Table 17. The waste stream estimate for office based employees in the professional
services division is much lower than this at 0.3 tonnes/EFTE.yr while the Food Retail sub‐division and
Manufacturing division are estimated at more than 3.3 tonnes/EFTE.yr and 4.4 tonnes/EFTE.yr
respectively.
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Table 17 – Waste generation per EFTE by division
Disposal to
landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)

Diverted to
recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)

Total waste
generation
(kg/EFTE.yr)

MANUFACTURING

1330

3020

4350

ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES

3470

1180

4650

890

1350

2240

1120

1030

2150

140

510

650

1370

580

1950

TRANSPORT POSTAL AND WAREHOUSING

100

620

720

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

250

80

330

90

150

240

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND SAFETY

240

100

340

FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE SERVICES

90

150

240

ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT SERVICES

90

150

240

RENTAL, HIRING AND REAL ESTATE SERVICES

90

150

240

700

900

1600

Material type

RETAIL TRADE
WHOLESALE TRADE
HEALTH CARE AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE
ARTS AND RECREATION SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
SERVICES

Total
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Figure 9 – Estimated Victorian waste generation, by ANZSIC division
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Waste disposed to landfill and diverted to recycling

The C&I sector presents a more complicated landscape of material to landfill and recycling than the
residential or Construction and Demolition (C&D) sectors. This complexity is a result of the diversity
of industry activities, materials used and structure of participants.
A total of 3 million tonnes of material is generated in Victoria from C&I industry divisions that are
within the scope of this study, of which 1.3 million tonnes goes to landfill and 1.7 million tonnes is
collected for recycling, which gives an average recycling rate of 56%.
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Table 18 and Figure 10 show the breakdown of waste and recycling by sub‐division. Across all
divisions, recycling rates can be as high as 86% and as low at 24% (RENTAL, HIRING AND REAL ESTATE
SERVICES). The high waste generation divisions are: MANUFACTURING, RETAIL TRADE and
ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES which together account for more than half of all C&I waste
generated by the targeted C&I divisions.

Table 18 – Landfill and recycling performance for each industry division studied
Industry division
MANUFACTURING

Total
(tonnes)

Landfilled
(tonnes)

Recycled/
recovered
(tonnes)

Recycling rate
(%)

1 186 800

363 600

823 200

69%

ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES

601 800

449 200

152 600

25%

RETAIL TRADE

481 000

191 700

289 300

60%

WHOLESALE TRADE

227 100

118 400

108 700

48%

HEALTH CARE AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE

173 100

37 700

135 400

78%

ARTS AND RECREATION SERVICES

87 000

61 200

25 800

30%

TRANSPORT POSTAL AND WAREHOUSING

79 200

10 800

68 400

86%

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

60 200

45 700

14 500

24%

PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
SERVICES

50 600

18 800

31 700

63%

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND SAFETY

42 300

30 200

12 100

29%

FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE SERVICES

22 500

8 400

14 100

63%

ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT SERVICES

19 200

7 200

12 100

63%

RENTAL, HIRING AND REAL ESTATE
SERVICES

10 400

3 900

6 500

63%

3 041 200

1 346 800

1 694 400

56%

Total
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Figure 10 – Waste to landfill and recycling from each industry division
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4.2

C00 – MANUFACTURING division profile

Overview
MANUFACTURING is probably the most diverse division studied for this project in terms of the types
of waste generated and the general profiles of the industry sectors. Each of the sub‐divisions has
been assessed separately for this report.
Overall, the MANUFACTURING division ranks as the highest C&I waste generator in terms of total
waste generation, contributing 40% or 1.2 million tonnes per year. On a per EFTE basis,
MANUFACTURING accounts for a relatively high waste generation rate. Across all MANUFACTURING
sectors, waste generation averages at about 4.4 tonnes per EFTE per year. There are already high
levels of waste diversion for recycling in most MANUFACTURING sub‐divisions.
The continued reference to material not wanted for processing as ‘waste’ rather than as a resource
inhibits the thinking about who could use the material as a product input. In this division there is
substantial passing of ‘waste’ material as feedstock for others to utilise as product input.
There is a tendency to assume that manufacturers’ waste stream is full of product residues however
supplier sourced packaging in the form of pallets, drums, boxes and bags represents a significant
proportion (almost 30%) and are often generic across the whole division. Packaging is a common
challenge and opportunity in all divisions and broad scale actions are recommended in Section 6.
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Summary data table

MANUFACTURING
Summary totals:

Division size
Total number of businesses
Total EFTE

16 200
272 500

Waste generation averages 4360 kg/EFTE.yr
Sector generates 1 186 800 t waste per year
Sector produces 40% of total C+I waste stream

Waste generation by material category and destination
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Waste generation

Diversion for recycling

Waste to landfill

‐

Masonry materials
Plastics

1 000

Metals
Glass

2 000

Organics
Other / Unknown

Waste to landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Masonry materials
Metals
Organics
Paper & cardboard
Plastics
Glass
Other / Unknown

3 000

50
20
550
190
270
30
230

4 000

5 000

Paper & cardboard

Diversion for recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)
190
970
300
1 320
60
10
180

Total waste
generation
240
990
850
1 510
330
40
410

Observations:
‐ Diverse industry division including many subdivisions
‐ Significant timber, plastics and cardboard composition from packaging waste
‐ Strong food organics profile mainly from Food Product and Beverage & Tobacco Product MANUFACTURING
‐ Supplier takeback, improved efficiency and stock management are opportunities for waste reduction
‐ Many businesses gain significant secondary revenue from recycling in this division

References:
Disposal to landfill data sourced from site assessments and DSEWPaC (2013)
Diversion for recycling data sourced from site assessments and DSEWPaC (2013)
Disposal to landfill composition sourced from site assessments and DSEWPaC (2013)
Diversion to recycling composition sourced from site assessments and DSEWPaC (2013)
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4.2.1

C11 – Food Product Manufacturing

Overview
The food manufacturing subdivision has high waste generation per EFTE at 1500 kg/EFTE.yr.
Positively a range of food manufacturers report that they are not only monitoring the tonnes of
material disposed and diverted, but are measuring waste generated as a ratio to production levels. A
number of these companies are recording some dramatic improvement annually by this measure.
Some businesses also measure waste intensity as tonnes waste per tonne of production or per dollar
of revenue.
Food waste generation in this subdivision is estimated to be approximately 800 kg per EFTE, not
including those materials that are process by‐products and sold as feedstock into other markets.
There is a strong level of industrial symbiosis in this sector where the ‘waste’ from one manufacturer
becomes the feedstock for another.
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Summary data table

MANUFACTURING
Food Product Manufacturing
Summary totals:

Sub‐division size
Total number of businesses
Total EFTE

2 300
51 500

Waste generation averages 1450 kg/EFTE.yr
Sector generates 74 700 t waste per year
Sector produces 3% of total C+I waste stream

Waste generation by material category and destination
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Waste generation

Diversion for recycling

Waste to landfill

‐

200

Masonry materials
Plastics

Metals
Glass

400

600

Waste to landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Masonry materials
Metals
Organics
Paper & cardboard
Plastics
Glass
Other / Unknown

800

1 000

Organics
Other / Unknown

‐
‐
800
60
60
40
80

1 200

1 400

1 600

Paper & cardboard

Diversion for recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)
‐
30
50
270
50
‐
‐

Total waste
generation
‐
30
850
330
110
40
80

Observations:
‐ Strong food organics profile with byproducts being used in further manufacturing processes
‐ High waste generation. Recycling rate is skewed by large amounts of byproduct reuse
‐ Large number of small businesses in this subdivision
‐ Also strong packaging profile
‐ Supplier takeback, improved efficiency and stock management are opportunities for waste reduction

References:
Disposal to landfill data sourced from site assessments
Diversion for recycling data sourced from site assessments
Disposal to landfill composition sourced from site assessments
Diversion to recycling composition sourced from site assessments
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4.2.2

C13 – Textile, Leather, Clothing and Footwear
Manufacturing

Overview
Textiles and leather were featured prominently in the waste streams of this industry subdivision and
several others. Ensuring there are collection and recycling outlets for these materials will be
important in reducing disposal in this subdivision.
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Summary data table

MANUFACTURING
Textile, Leather, Clothing and Footwear Manufacturing
Summary totals:

Sub‐division size
Total number of businesses
Total EFTE

1 400
17 500

Waste generation averages 4620 kg/EFTE.yr
Sector generates 80 800 t waste per year
Sector produces 3% of total C+I waste stream

Waste generation by material category and destination
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Waste generation

Diversion for recycling

Waste to landfill

‐

Masonry materials
Plastics

1 000

Metals
Glass

2 000

Organics
Other / Unknown

Waste to landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Masonry materials
Metals
Organics
Paper & cardboard
Plastics
Glass
Other / Unknown

3 000

90
40
610
270
390
30
330

4 000

5 000

Paper & cardboard

Diversion for recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)
10
120
200
2 440
10
‐
90

Total waste
generation
100
160
810
2 710
400
30
420

Observations:
‐ Poor recovery of organics
‐ Textile waste accounted for as part of 'other' material category
‐ Supplier takeback, improved efficiency and stock management are opportunities for waste reduction
‐ Many businesses gain significant secondary revenue from recycling in this sub‐division

References:
Disposal to landfill data sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Diversion for recycling data sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Disposal to landfill composition sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Diversion to recycling composition sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
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4.2.3

C14 – Wood Product Manufacturing

Overview
Surveys undertaken in this subdivision showed there is growing activity in working with suppliers to
reduce waste to landfill. One manufacturer claimed a major reduction arose out of the elimination of
offcuts through getting timber supplied in new sizes that matched need.
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Summary data table

MANUFACTURING
Wood Product Manufacturing
Summary totals:

Sub‐division size
Total number of businesses
Total EFTE

1 300
9 000

Waste generation averages 4620 kg/EFTE.yr
Sector generates 41 600 t waste per year
Sector produces 2% of total C+I waste stream

Waste generation by material category and destination
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Waste generation

Diversion for recycling

Waste to landfill

‐

Masonry materials
Plastics

500

1 000

1 500

2 000

Metals
Glass

3 000

Organics
Other / Unknown

Waste to landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Masonry materials
Metals
Organics
Paper & cardboard
Plastics
Glass
Other / Unknown

2 500

90
40
610
270
390
30
330

3 500

4 000

4 500

5 000

Paper & cardboard

Diversion for recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)
10
120
200
2 440
10
‐
90

Total waste
generation
100
160
810
2 710
400
30
420

Observations:
‐ Organic waste stream dominated by timber (not recycled)
‐ High proportion of plastics to landfill
‐ Significant proportion of packaging waste including paper and cardboard
‐ Supplier takeback, improved efficiency and stock management are opportunities for waste reduction
‐ Many businesses gain significant secondary revenue from recycling in this sub‐division

References:
Disposal to landfill data sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Diversion for recycling data sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Disposal to landfill composition sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Diversion to recycling composition sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
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4.2.4

C16 – Printing (including the Reproduction of Recorded
Media)

Overview
The Printing subdivision is varied with a large number of small retail businesses and some large scale
commercial presses which have different waste streams and management systems.
At the large end of the subdivision, waste materials are typically treated as a resource and the
quantities are large enough to be sold on for reprocessing and recycling. These materials are as
varied as paper and cardboard, leather, metals and plastics. Smaller businesses use different printing
processes and do not necessarily produce sufficient quantities of material to generate a revenue
stream.
Aside from paper and cardboard at the smaller end of the subdivision, there is little material
recycling.
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Summary data table

MANUFACTURING
Printing (including the Reproduction of Recorded Media)
Summary totals:

Sub‐division size
Total number of businesses
Total EFTE

1 400
11 500

Waste generation averages 4620 kg/EFTE.yr
Sector generates 53 100 t waste per year
Sector produces 2% of total C+I waste stream

Waste generation by material category and destination
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Waste generation

Diversion for recycling

Waste to landfill

‐

Masonry materials
Plastics

500

1 000

1 500

2 000

Metals
Glass

3 000

Organics
Other / Unknown

Waste to landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Masonry materials
Metals
Organics
Paper & cardboard
Plastics
Glass
Other / Unknown

2 500

90
40
610
270
390
30
330

3 500

4 000

4 500

5 000

Paper & cardboard

Diversion for recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)
10
120
200
2 440
10
‐
90

Total waste
generation
100
160
810
2 710
400
30
420

Observations:
‐ Subdivision accounts for very small proportion of C&I waste stream
‐ High waste generation and good recycling rate
‐ Organic waste stream dominated by timber (not recycled)
‐ High proportion of plastics to landfill
‐ Significant proportion of packaging waste

References:
Disposal to landfill data sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Diversion for recycling data sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Disposal to landfill composition sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Diversion to recycling composition sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
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4.2.5

C19 – Polymer Product and Rubber Product
Manufacturing

Overview
This subdivision is relatively small in Victoria and has a significant recycling rate.
Due to size, this subdivision was not analysed from survey data, but instead waste per EFTE and
composition was taken from the federal study (DSEWPaC, 2013).
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Summary data table

MANUFACTURING
Polymer Product and Rubber Product Manufacturing
Summary totals:

Sub‐division size
Total number of businesses
Total EFTE

700
15 000

Waste generation averages 4620 kg/EFTE.yr
Sector generates 69 300 t waste per year
Sector produces 3% of total C+I waste stream

Waste generation by material category and destination
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Waste generation

Diversion for recycling

Waste to landfill

‐

Masonry materials
Plastics

500

1 000

1 500

2 000

Metals
Glass

3 000

Organics
Other / Unknown

Waste to landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Masonry materials
Metals
Organics
Paper & cardboard
Plastics
Glass
Other / Unknown

2 500

90
40
610
270
390
30
330

3 500

4 000

4 500

5 000

Paper & cardboard

Diversion for recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)
910
370
190
550
130
50
670

Total waste
generation
1 000
410
800
820
520
80
1 000

Observations:
‐ Subdivision accounts for very small proportion of C&I waste stream
‐ High waste generation and good recycling rate
‐ Organic waste stream dominated by timber (not recycled)
‐ Significant proportion of packaging waste
‐ Supplier takeback, improved efficiency and stock management are opportunities for waste reduction

References:
Disposal to landfill data sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Diversion for recycling data sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Disposal to landfill composition sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Diversion to recycling composition sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
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4.2.6

C22 – Fabricated Metal Product Manufacturing

Overview
This subdivision was analysed using collected survey data and is relatively waste intensive,
generating 8800 kg/EFTE.yr.
This subdivision has a very high recycling rate of 93%, mainly as expected, metals. This does not
include those materials that were either reused in further production or sold as a feedstock for
further production by other businesses and were treated as a production by‐product by the
businesses surveyed.
The waste to landfill stream is dominated by packaging materials, particularly timber pallets and
cardboard.
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Summary data table

MANUFACTURING
Fabricated Metal Product Manufacturing
Summary totals:

Sub‐division size
Total number of businesses
Total EFTE

2 800
16 500

Waste generation averages 8790 kg/EFTE.yr
Sector generates 145 000 t waste per year
Sector produces 5% of total C+I waste stream

Waste generation by material category and destination
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Waste generation

Diversion for recycling

Waste to landfill

‐

Masonry materials
Plastics

2 000

Metals
Glass

4 000

Organics
Other / Unknown

Waste to landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Masonry materials
Metals
Organics
Paper & cardboard
Plastics
Glass
Other / Unknown

6 000

‐
‐
260
150
60
‐
150

8 000

10 000

Paper & cardboard

Diversion for recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)
‐
7 550
400
190
30
‐
‐

Total waste
generation
‐
7 550
660
340
90
‐
150

Observations:
‐ Subdivision accounts for relatively small proportion of C&I waste stream
‐ High concentration of metals from this sub‐division both in recycling and waste disposal
‐ Supplier takeback, improved efficiency and stock management are opportunities for waste reduction
‐ Many businesses gain significant secondary revenue from recycling in this sub‐division

References:
Disposal to landfill data sourced from site assessments
Diversion for recycling data sourced from site assessments
Disposal to landfill composition sourced from site assessments
Diversion to recycling composition sourced from site assessments
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4.2.7

C23 – Transport Equipment Manufacturing

Overview
This subdivision has a high recycling rate built on strong recovery levels for paper and cardboard
packaging materials.
There remains a potential for major plastics recycling through this subdivision. Some companies in
this sector are operating with recycling rates of over 98%.
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Summary data table

MANUFACTURING
Transport Equipment Manufacturing
Summary totals:

Sub‐division size
Total number of businesses
Total EFTE

900
36 000

Waste generation averages 5250 kg/EFTE.yr
Sector generates 188 900 t waste per year
Sector produces 7% of total C+I waste stream

Waste generation by material category and destination
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Waste generation

Diversion for recycling

Waste to landfill

‐

Masonry materials
Plastics

1 000

2 000

Metals
Glass

3 000

Organics
Other / Unknown

Waste to landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Masonry materials
Metals
Organics
Paper & cardboard
Plastics
Glass
Other / Unknown

4 000

‐
‐
20
‐
60
‐
20

5 000

6 000

Paper & cardboard

Diversion for recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)
‐
30
‐
5 060
60
10
‐

Total waste
generation
‐
30
20
5 060
120
10
20

Observations:
‐ Includes motor vehicle manufacturing sub‐division, highly concentrated with three major manufacturers
‐ Metals dominate both waste and recycling streams in this subdivision.
‐ Good recovery of metals for this subdivision
‐ Well developed recycling and recovery pipelines
‐ Supplier takeback, improved efficiency and stock management are opportunities for waste reduction

References:
Disposal to landfill data sourced from site assessments
Diversion for recycling data sourced from site assessments
Disposal to landfill composition sourced from site assessments
Diversion to recycling composition sourced from site assessments
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4.2.8

C24 – Machinery and Equipment Manufacturing

Overview
This subdivision is relatively small in Victoria. Due to size, this subdivision was not analysed from
survey data and existing benchmarks were used (DSEWPaC, 2013).
The material profile for this subdivision has a significant proportion of metallic materials, which was
validated by survey discussion with Victorian businesses.
Unlike Fabricated metal product manufacturing, however, these materials are often machining
residuals or other metallic materials that are not able to be reused onsite or are not sold directly as
feedstock; in many cases this material is sold as scrap for recycling.
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Summary data table

MANUFACTURING
Machinery and Equipment Manufacturing
Summary totals:

Sub‐division size
Total number of businesses
Total EFTE

2 200
32 500

Waste generation averages 4620 kg/EFTE.yr
Sector generates 150 100 t waste per year
Sector produces 5% of total C+I waste stream

Waste generation by material category and destination
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Waste generation

Diversion for recycling

Waste to landfill

‐

Masonry materials
Plastics

500

1 000

1 500

2 000

Metals
Glass

3 000

Organics
Other / Unknown

Waste to landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Masonry materials
Metals
Organics
Paper & cardboard
Plastics
Glass
Other / Unknown

2 500

90
40
610
270
390
30
330

3 500

4 000

4 500

5 000

Paper & cardboard

Diversion for recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)
10
1 770
370
410
80
10
220

Total waste
generation
100
1 810
980
680
470
40
550

Observations:
‐ Includes appliance manufacturing
‐ Metals dominate both waste and recycling streams in this subdivision, however recovery is less than 50%
‐ Good recovery of metals for this subdivision
‐ Well developed recycling and recovery pipelines
‐ Supplier takeback, improved efficiency and stock management are opportunities for waste reduction

References:
Disposal to landfill data sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Diversion for recycling data sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Disposal to landfill composition sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Diversion to recycling composition sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
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4.2.9

C25 – Furniture and Other Manufacturing

Overview
Data from previous studies (DSEWPaC, 2013) was used in the analysis of this subdivision.
Metals and organics (particularly timber) are the largest components of the material profile for this
subdivision.
Survey interviews with Victorian businesses identified these materials as mainly production excesses
and offcuts. These materials are not seen by businesses as a by‐product, and are either disposed of
or recycled.
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Summary data table
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4.3

F00 – WHOLESALE TRADE division profile

Overview
WHOLESALE TRADE accounts for just 8% of the C&I waste stream and less than 6% of the total
employment (per EFTE). While this sector is not highly significant in terms of total size or waste
generation, site results show that significant quantities of readily recyclable material are being sent
to landfill from this industry division.
Findings indicate that the WHOLESALE TRADE industry is currently recycling about 48% of total waste
generated. While the material profile shows potential to increase the rate of diversion from landfill
within this industry. Packaging materials (particularly cardboard) contribute up to half of this
division’s waste stream.
Some wholesalers are introducing schemes where they collect material from retailers to aggregate
recycling collection. This is often at the request of retail customers and may not be provided to all
customers. It is also not practiced by all wholesalers.
The practice of aggregating material such as packaging (cardboard or plastic film) back to a smaller
number of sites dramatically improves the collection efficiency for recycling.
The potential for increased food rescue from wholesalers also exists. A specific effort to link food
rescue operators with wholesalers will be important. This could include surplus returned from retail
in a timely fashion. Currently, collection from the many thousands of retail sites is less practical but
with aggregation to wholesalers, this becomes a strong potential for avoiding further waste to
landfill.
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Summary data table
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4.4

G00 – RETAIL TRADE division profile

Overview
As an industry division, RETAIL TRADE accounts for the third greatest quantity of waste produced
(over 480 000 tonnes per year or 16% of the industries studied). Within this division, Food Retailing
and Other Store‐Based Retailing account for the majority of this waste generation (8% of total and
6% of total respectively).
The RETAIL TRADE division is both a high employer across Victoria and the waste generation rate per
EFTE is relatively high at about 2.2 tonnes per EFTE per year.
Across all subdivisions within RETAIL TRADE, a significant proportion of the waste appears to be
either freight packaging or organic material.
Overall the RETAIL TRADE division has a moderate recycling rate (approximately 60%).
The management issue of sale or return of unsold product is biggest in this division. Where not
managed well this can lead to poor ordering and inventory control and generation of waste at
supplier level. There are extreme instances where goods are ordered to fill shelving without any
prospect of sale.
While the Food Retail sub‐division is given priority status here, it should also be noted that the Other
Store‐based Retail sub‐division is also large and diverse. It encompasses such large retail outlets as
hardware, pharmacy, clothing, footwear, sporting goods, outdoor equipment, electrical, furniture
and nurseries. These businesses are large employers and the waste stream includes both a lot of
tertiary packaging and wastes specific to each store type. This sector is worthy of greater attention
for waste avoidance.
Waste avoidance is a growing trend. One retailer in the ‘Other store‐based retailing’ subdivision now
substitutes silica moisture absorbent devices with reusable alternatives and has reduced their waste
generation by 30 tonne per annum.
There is also an increase in utilising suppliers as a return route to aggregate recyclables to a more
central location where consolidation and collection are more cost effective. These supplier returns
are not confined to packaging but include returned goods and an increasing product waste profile.
The survey results across the retail division show that there are good opportunities for further
diversion.
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Summary data table
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4.4.1

G39 – Motor Vehicle and Motor Vehicle Parts Retailing

Overview
This subdivision produces approximately 1% C&I waste, with a large proportion of this being
packaging materials, particularly paper and cardboard.
Many automotive parts and components sold or used in service by these businesses are individually
packaged and this packaging is disposed of through either landfill or recycling streams.
One major motor vehicle retailer stated that currently they do not have a recycling service as they
have not been able to effectively manage contamination in their service departments, and
companies will not collect contaminated loads.
Many smaller businesses do not have recycling collections where kerbside collection is not available
in industrial areas.
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Summary data table

RETAIL TRADE
Motor Vehicle and Motor Vehicle Parts Retailing
Summary totals:

Sub‐division size
Total number of businesses
Total EFTE

2 000
18 000

Waste generation averages 680 kg/EFTE.yr
Sector generates 12 300 t waste per year
Sector produces 1% of total C+I waste stream

Waste generation by material category and destination
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Waste generation

Diversion for recycling

Waste to landfill

‐

Masonry materials
Plastics

100

200

300

Metals
Glass

500

Organics
Other / Unknown

Waste to landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Masonry materials
Metals
Organics
Paper & cardboard
Plastics
Glass
Other / Unknown

400

‐
‐
80
130
40
‐
70

600

700

800

Paper & cardboard

Diversion for recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)
‐
100
‐
230
‐
‐
40

Total waste
generation
‐
100
80
360
40
‐
110

Observations:
‐ Subdivision contributes small proportion of C&I waste stream
‐ Moderate waste generation levels
‐ Packaging waste and out of date parts contribute significantly to waste generation
‐ Supplier takeback and stock management are opportunities for waste reduction

References:
Disposal to landfill data sourced from site assessments
Diversion for recycling data sourced from site assessments
Disposal to landfill composition sourced from site assessments
Diversion to recycling composition sourced from site assessments
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4.4.2

G41 – Food retailing

Overview
The Food Retailing sub‐division alone produces approximately 139 000 tonnes of waste to landfill per
year and also sends over 102 000 additional tonnes of material for recycling each year. This sub‐
division is made up of supermarkets, grocery stores and specialist food retailers such as bakeries,
delicatessens, liquor stores, butchers etc.
The Food Retailing waste stream is dominated by food waste, of which less than half is currently
recycled or recovered.
The low recycling rate within the Food Retailing subdivision (43%) is likely to relate to the high
proportion of organic material produced. Food organics are not always simple to source separate for
recycling (composting). The high proportion of small to medium businesses also increases the
challenge to achieve good recycling rates.
There are some substantial gains being made in waste avoidance in this division through heavy
discounting of perishables as they approach use by date expiry. Generally this is also has a social
benefit in assisting some low income households to access discounted food through their shopping
discretion. One Victorian food rescue agency said the volume of food they were receiving from the
store had dropped to 40% of the levels of less than a year ago.
Where perishables are significantly discounted and sold close to expiry dates there is also the
potential for them to become spoilt and waste within the home much sooner. Some work done with
low income households would suggest this adverse outcome that will need to be managed
(Fareshare, 2012).
Small food retailers appeared to have a wide range of food waste, depending upon the degree to
which their produce was perishable (i.e. bakers produce more food waste than delicatessens owing
to the short shelf‐life of their produce). One bakery chain has a policy of having 5% left over stock at
the close of business each day in order to ensure all customers have complete choice even at closing
time.
One large food retailing group has put significant effort into recycling but currently has no focus on
avoiding waste generation.
Some local governments are working with retailers to provide collection of recyclables and the
Clayton Road shopping centre has partnered with a recycling company to provide collections free of
charge to retailers in this area. Businesses surveyed in the shopping centre strip state that they
would not have a recycling service if not for this collaborative arrangement.
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Summary data table
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4.4.3

G42 – Other Store-Based Retailing

Overview
Other store retailing is another diverse retail subdivision, including department stores, variety stores,
clothing stores, electronics stores and many others.
The material profile has a significant proportion of other materials in part due to the diversity of
businesses. This category includes textiles, rubber products and electronic waste, much of which is
collected by charities for reuse. Packaging materials, in the form of paper and cardboard makes up
the majority of the material profile, particularly paper and cardboard which are also mainly recycled.
Businesses surveyed in this subdivision are increasingly aware of the costs of waste and are looking
for opportunities to avoid unnecessary materials, including packaging.
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Summary data table

RETAIL TRADE
Other Store‐Based Retailing
Summary totals:

Sub‐division size
Total number of businesses
Total EFTE

17 100
114 500

Waste generation averages 1700 kg/EFTE.yr
Sector generates 194 800 t waste per year
Sector produces 7% of total C+I waste stream

Waste generation by material category and destination
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Waste generation

Diversion for recycling

Waste to landfill

‐

Masonry materials
Plastics

200

400

600

Metals
Glass

800

1 200

Organics
Other / Unknown

Waste to landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Masonry materials
Metals
Organics
Paper & cardboard
Plastics
Glass
Other / Unknown

1 000

‐
10
30
10
10
‐
210

1 400

1 600

1 800

Paper & cardboard

Diversion for recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)
20
‐
10
1 070
130
‐
210

Total waste
generation
20
10
40
1 080
140
‐
420

Observations:
‐ Very large subdivision in employment and business numbers, contributing a significant portion of C&I waste
‐ Includes diverse range of retail outlets covering electrical, hardware, clothing, furniture and pharmaceutical
‐ Organics and packaging make up majority of waste stream
‐ Supplier takeback and stock management are opportunities for waste reduction

References:
Disposal to landfill data sourced from site assessments
Diversion for recycling data sourced from site assessments
Disposal to landfill composition sourced from site assessments
Diversion to recycling composition sourced from site assessments
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4.5

H00 – ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES
division profile

Overview
The ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES division accounts for the second highest overall waste
generation, nearly 602 000 tonnes or 20% of all divisions included in this survey.
The Food and Beverage Services sub‐division is the largest of all sub‐divisions analysed and alone
accounts for 18% of the total waste generated by all divisions included in this project (534 000
tonnes per year).
On a per EFTE basis, the ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICE division has a high rate of waste
generation (on average about 4.7 tonnes per EFTE per year).
As with the RETAIL TRADE division, a high proportion of the waste generated by the
ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES division is packaging (recycled) and organic material
(disposed to landfill). Packaging material can be readily recycled.
Many in this sector are not directly exposed to the cost of waste management as it is often hidden
within rental costs, cleaning costs or waste is not paid by the business directly. This means there is
often a low awareness of the cost of product, waste and potential for savings.
There is also the issue that Accommodation businesses receive a reasonable proportion of waste
material from their customers. It is not within their capacity to avoid this waste generation, but a
number do take steps to separate into recyclables and material for landfill.
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Summary data table

ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES
Summary totals:

Division size
Total number of businesses
Total EFTE

20 200
129 500

Waste generation averages 4650 kg/EFTE.yr
Sector generates 601 800 t waste per year
Sector produces 20% of total C+I waste stream

Waste generation by material category and destination
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Waste generation

Diversion for recycling

Waste to landfill

‐

Masonry materials
Plastics

500

1 000

1 500

Metals
Glass

2 000

3 000

Organics
Other / Unknown

Waste to landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Masonry materials
Metals
Organics
Paper & cardboard
Plastics
Glass
Other / Unknown

2 500

‐
‐
2 640
180
220
220
210

3 500

4 000

4 500

5 000

Paper & cardboard

Diversion for recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)
‐
10
90
820
20
180
60

Total waste
generation
‐
10
2 730
1 000
240
400
270

Observations:
‐ Includes both accomodation and the food services industry
‐ Dominated by the larger food services sub‐division
‐ Supplier takeback, improved efficiency and stock management are opportunities for waste reduction

References:
Disposal to landfill data sourced from site assessments and DSEWPaC (2013)
Diversion for recycling data sourced from site assessments and DSEWPaC (2013)
Disposal to landfill composition sourced from site assessments and DSEWPaC (2013)
Diversion to recycling composition sourced from site assessments and DSEWPaC (2013)
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4.5.1

H44 – Accommodation

Overview
The Accommodation subdivision produces only a small proportion of the waste in this division and
accounts for only 3% of the total C&I stream, however businesses in this subdivision are often also
engaged in Food and beverage service.
The materials generated are variable and include items left behind in hotel rooms and apartments
such as food and packaging as well as furniture and electronic waste.
There is a growing recognition among larger businesses that waste is a significant cost item and
waste management is improving steadily.
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Summary data table

ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES
Accommodation
Summary totals:

Sub‐division size
Total number of businesses
Total EFTE

2 300
11 000

Waste generation averages 6170 kg/EFTE.yr
Sector generates 67 900 t waste per year
Sector produces 3% of total C+I waste stream

Waste generation by material category and destination (kg/EFTE.yr)

Waste generation

Diversion for recycling

Waste to landfill

‐

Masonry materials
Plastics

1 000

2 000

3 000

Metals
Glass

Organics
Other / Unknown

Waste to landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Masonry materials
Metals
Organics
Paper & cardboard
Plastics
Glass
Other / Unknown

4 000

‐
‐
2 480
160
420
20
1 080

5 000

6 000

7 000

Paper & cardboard

Diversion for recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)
‐
30
370
750
40
150
680

Total waste
generation
‐
30
2 850
910
460
170
1 760

Observations:
‐ Organics are a large component of waste stream, largely from links to Food Service
‐ Waste stream is highly variable including goods left in rooms, C&D diversion, e‐waste and furniture.
‐ Lack of information at business level about appropriate pathways for recycling and reuse of durable goods

References:
Disposal to landfill data sourced from site assessments
Diversion for recycling data sourced from site assessments
Disposal to landfill composition sourced from site assessments
Diversion to recycling composition sourced from site assessments
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4.5.2

H45 – Food and Beverage Services

Overview
There is significant diversity in this sector between cafes, restaurants, take‐away outlets and
caterers. The waste generation from each of these industry types differs markedly. There is also
differing levels of recycling within an outlet between front and back of house waste.
Take‐away outlets have a high level of cooking and preparation prior to ordering. This can lead to
higher waste levels in unsold product. Conversely, where product is taken off site there is often lower
customer waste resulting. Restaurants have both high food preparation waste and customer waste,
while smaller cafes not preparing food onsite can sometimes ensure minimal or even no food
wastage. Catering businesses work in situations where there is little continuity in demand and there
is often significant front of house food wastage.
Glass (bottles) and paper (packaging) are already recovered in significant quantities from this sub‐
division, although more recovery is possible.
There are still some quite large food services sites (including hotels, cafes and major takeaway
chains) with no recycling activity whatsoever despite the recyclable profile of the waste stream.
Recovery of food organics from the food and beverages service industries is not necessarily
straightforward; it will require specific systems to be put in place, ongoing staff training (including
kitchen staff, cleaners and possibly other ‘back‐of‐house’ staff), clear and consistent communication
programs and robust data capture.
Establishing a food organics separate collection will require close coordination between the waste
collection company and the waste generator. During site visits for this study, it seemed that often the
implementation of food waste collection systems was driven by the client (waste generator) rather
than being sold as a service by the waste collection company.
Food waste collection systems often focus on collecting food preparation waste (pre‐consumer) as
this is often generated in a way that is easier to collect. In some businesses, post‐consumer waste
was often contaminated with disposable items (plastic straws, sauce sachets) or contained meat
bones or other items not accepted by their service.
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Summary data table

ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES
Food and Beverage Services
Summary totals:

Sub‐division size
Total number of businesses
Total EFTE

17 900
118 500

Waste generation averages 4510 kg/EFTE.yr
Sector generates 533 900 t waste per year
Sector produces 18% of total C+I waste stream

Waste generation by material category and destination
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Waste generation

Diversion for recycling

Waste to landfill

‐

Masonry materials
Plastics

500

1 000

1 500

2 000

Metals
Glass

3 000

Organics
Other / Unknown

Waste to landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Masonry materials
Metals
Organics
Paper & cardboard
Plastics
Glass
Other / Unknown

2 500

‐
‐
2 660
180
200
240
120

3 500

4 000

4 500

5 000

Paper & cardboard

Diversion for recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)
‐
10
60
820
20
190
‐

Total waste
generation
‐
10
2 720
1 000
220
430
120

Observations:
‐ Large and diverse subdivision
‐ Accounts for more C&I waste than any other sub‐division
‐ Includes, cafes, restaurants, bars, hotels, clubs
‐ Food organics dominate and both freight and primary packaging make up large proportion of total waste
‐ Lack of information about available recycling services and costs at business level

References:
Disposal to landfill data sourced from site assessments
Diversion for recycling data sourced from site assessments
Disposal to landfill composition sourced from site assessments
Diversion to recycling composition sourced from site assessments
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4.6

I00 – TRANSPORT POSTAL AND
WAREHOUSING division profile

Overview
The TRANSPORT, POSTAL AND WAREHOUSING division was analysed using existing national data
(DSEWPaC, 2013) and has a moderate waste generation profile at 700 kg/EFTE. The division’s waste
profile includes a high proportion of readily recyclable freight packaging materials such as cardboard
and plastic film. The division has a high recycling rate of 86%, much of which is packaging materials
including cardboard and timber (pallets).
Warehousing can have fluctuating quantities in the waste stream over time unlike other industries
such as MANUFACTURING and RETAIL TRADE (which have a relatively consistent waste stream). Flow
of waste from warehousing can be influenced by shipments in and out and decisions to
intermittently designate large volumes of product/materials to waste. There can be a large amount
of unpacking from suppliers and repacking for distribution to customers/consumers within this
sector. Some sites undertake a high degree of reuse of this packaging and most are strong recyclers
of freight packaging.
One waste than can be a significant contributor to landfill from the TRANSPORT, POSTAL AND
WAREHOUSING industry is timber packaging (pallets and packaging of large goods). While there are
some good systems for reuse of standard pallets, a lot of product is now shipped and transported
nationally and internationally using non‐standard pallets or skids. There are few reuse options for
these and, as they are disbursed to customers, the options for recycling are less practical.
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Summary data table

TRANSPORT POSTAL AND WAREHOUSING
Summary totals:

Division size
Total number of businesses
Total EFTE

14 500
109 500

Waste generation averages 720 kg/EFTE.yr
Sector generates 79 200 t waste per year
Sector produces 3% of total C+I waste stream

Waste generation by material category and destination
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Waste generation

Diversion for recycling

Waste to landfill

‐

Masonry materials
Plastics

100

200

300

Metals
Glass

500

Organics
Other / Unknown

Waste to landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Masonry materials
Metals
Organics
Paper & cardboard
Plastics
Glass
Other / Unknown

400

‐
‐
10
20
10
‐
50

600

700

800

Paper & cardboard

Diversion for recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)
‐
100
110
230
40
10
130

Total waste
generation
‐
100
120
250
50
10
180

Observations:
‐ Significant division in both size and waste intensity per EFTE
‐ Freight packaging dominates both waste & recycling streams inc. (timber, paper, cardboard & plastics)

References:
Disposal to landfill data sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Diversion for recycling data sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Disposal to landfill composition sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Diversion to recycling composition sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
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4.7

K00 – FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE SERVICES
division profile

Overview
FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE SERVICES sector is a relatively small, office‐based industry division with
lower waste generation than other divisions. The waste profile for this division is dominated by paper
and cardboard. Recycling systems for paper are now increasingly entrenched in this division, as are
those for printer cartridges.
Less comprehensive for this sector is a focus on office paper avoidance. Rather than relying on
technology change to result in less paper use, a program to raise awareness and achieve behaviour
change could be considered.
As an example, there is a widespread view that the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) requires
businesses to keep transaction documentation in a hard copy when this is not a requirement, and
leads to unnecessary printing of many electronic invoices, receipts, etc.
There is also considerable interest and activity in recycling computer equipment and printers, with a
number of businesses leasing such equipment from suppliers. However, durable products such as
office furniture and fittings including partitions, and kitchen equipment face low recycling rates.
Ensuring businesses are aware of recycling drop off opportunities for office equipment is an
important aspect for this sector.
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Summary data table

FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE SERVICES
Summary totals:

Division size
Total number of businesses
Total EFTE

12 700
97 000

Waste generation averages 230 kg/EFTE.yr
Sector generates 22 500 t waste per year
Sector produces 1% of total C+I waste stream

Waste generation by material category and destination
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Waste generation

Diversion for recycling

Waste to landfill

‐

Masonry materials
Plastics

50

100

Metals
Glass

150

Organics
Other / Unknown

Waste to landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Masonry materials
Metals
Organics
Paper & cardboard
Plastics
Glass
Other / Unknown

‐
‐
50
10
10
‐
20

200

250

300

Paper & cardboard

Diversion for recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)
‐
‐
‐
130
10
10
‐

Total waste
generation
‐
‐
50
140
20
10
20

Observations:
‐ Office based division contributing a small proportion of C&I waste stream
‐ Low and uniform waste generation and profile
‐ Organics stream likely to be sourced from staff kitchens and lunch rooms
‐ Paper recovery programs well entrenched but not universal

References:
Disposal to landfill data sourced from site assessments
Diversion for recycling data sourced from site assessments
Disposal to landfill composition sourced from site assessments
Diversion to recycling composition sourced from site assessments
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4.8

L00 – RENTAL, HIRING AND REAL ESTATE
SERVICES division profile

Overview
RENTAL, HIRING AND REAL ESTATE SERVICES is a relatively small, office‐based division with relatively
low waste generation, 200 kg/EFTE.yr.
The recycling stream is dominated by paper and cardboard. Recycling systems for paper are now
increasingly entrenched in this division, however all organic waste is currently sent to landfill and is
the biggest constituent of that stream.
The consumption of paper in office sectors is a key issue. A focus on paper usage and avoidance
could be extended to this sector. See commentary under FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE SERVICES.
As with other office based business sectors, a key to achieving good recycling outcomes is strong
awareness, and cooperation from contract cleaners.
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Summary data table

RENTAL, HIRING AND REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Summary totals:

Division size
Total number of businesses
Total EFTE

11 000
45 000

Waste generation averages 230 kg/EFTE.yr
Sector generates 10 400 t waste per year
Sector produces 1% of total C+I waste stream

Waste generation by material category and destination
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Waste generation

Diversion for recycling

Waste to landfill

‐

Masonry materials
Plastics

50

100

Metals
Glass

150

Organics
Other / Unknown

Waste to landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Masonry materials
Metals
Organics
Paper & cardboard
Plastics
Glass
Other / Unknown

‐
‐
50
10
10
‐
20

200

250

300

Paper & cardboard

Diversion for recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)
‐
‐
‐
130
10
10
‐

Total waste
generation
‐
‐
50
140
20
10
20

Observations:
‐ Office based division contributing a small proportion of C&I waste stream
‐ Low and uniform waste generation and profile
‐ Paper recovery programs well entrenched but not universal
‐ Organics stream likely to be sourced from staff kitchens and lunch rooms

References:
Disposal to landfill data sourced from site assessments
Diversion for recycling data sourced from site assessments
Disposal to landfill composition sourced from site assessments
Diversion to recycling composition sourced from site assessments
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4.9

M00 – PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNICAL SERVICES division profile

Overview
This is a relatively small office based division with low waste generation, and a waste profile
dominated by paper and cardboard. Recycling systems for paper are now increasingly entrenched in
this division.
The consumption of paper in office sectors is a key issue and any focus on paper usage and
avoidance could be extended to this sector. See also commentary under FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE
SERVICES.
There is a lot of resistance to a paperless approach in many organisations and some of this relates to
perceptions of legal and tax obligations to retain of hard copies of documents. In some cases,
particularly the legal profession, these obligations do exist, however most other businesses are no
longer subjected to these requirements.
As with other office based business sectors, a key to achieving good recycling outcomes is strong
awareness, and cooperation from contract cleaners.
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Summary data table

PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL SERVICES
Summary totals:

Division size
Total number of businesses
Total EFTE

41 600
218 500

Waste generation averages 230 kg/EFTE.yr
Sector generates 50 600 t waste per year
Sector produces 2% of total C+I waste stream

Waste generation by material category and destination
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Waste generation

Diversion for recycling

Waste to landfill

‐

Masonry materials
Plastics

50

100

Metals
Glass

150

Organics
Other / Unknown

Waste to landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Masonry materials
Metals
Organics
Paper & cardboard
Plastics
Glass
Other / Unknown

‐
‐
50
10
10
‐
20

200

250

300

Paper & cardboard

Diversion for recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)
‐
‐
‐
130
10
10
‐

Total waste
generation
‐
‐
50
140
20
10
20

Observations:
‐ Office based division contributing a small proportion of C&I waste stream
‐ Low and uniform waste generation and profile
‐ Paper recovery programs well entrenched but not universal
‐ Organics stream likely to be sourced from staff kitchens and lunch rooms
‐ Obligation for hard copy storage of documents in the legal profession is a driver of paper waste

References:
Disposal to landfill data sourced from site assessments
Diversion for recycling data sourced from site assessments
Disposal to landfill composition sourced from site assessments
Diversion to recycling composition sourced from site assessments
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4.10

N00 – ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT
SERVICES division profile

Overview
A relatively small office based division with low waste generation and a waste profile dominated by
paper and cardboard. Recycling systems for paper are now increasingly entrenched in this division.
The consumption of paper in office sectors is a key issue and any focus on paper usage and
avoidance could be extended to this sector. See also commentary under FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE
SERVICES.
A key challenge for this and other office based sectors is the management of waste and recycling in
multi tenanted buildings. Often the companies generating waste and recyclables are removed from
the costing and scoping of waste and recycling collection efforts.
As with other office based business sectors, a key to achieving good recycling outcomes is strong
awareness, and cooperation from contract cleaners.
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Summary data table

ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT SERVICES
Summary totals:

Division size
Total number of businesses
Total EFTE

13 900
83 000

Waste generation averages 230 kg/EFTE.yr
Sector generates 19 200 t waste per year
Sector produces 1% of total C+I waste stream

Waste generation by material category and destination
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Waste generation

Diversion for recycling

Waste to landfill

‐

Masonry materials
Plastics

50

100

Metals
Glass

150

Organics
Other / Unknown

Waste to landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Masonry materials
Metals
Organics
Paper & cardboard
Plastics
Glass
Other / Unknown

200

‐
‐
50
10
10
‐
20

250

300

Paper & cardboard

Diversion for recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)
‐
‐
‐
130
10
10
‐

Total waste
generation
‐
‐
50
140
20
10
20

Observations:
‐ Office based division contributing a small proportion of C&I waste stream
‐ Low and uniform waste generation and profile
‐ Paper recovery programs well entrenched but not universal
‐ Good quality data was available for the study as many previous audits on this division
‐ Organics stream likely to be sourced from staff kitchens and lunch rooms

References:
Disposal to landfill data sourced from site assessments
Diversion for recycling data sourced from site assessments
Disposal to landfill composition sourced from site assessments
Diversion to recycling composition sourced from site assessments
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4.11

O00 – PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND SAFETY
division profile

Overview
A relatively small office based division with lower waste generation and a waste profile dominated by
paper and cardboard. Recycling systems for paper are now increasingly entrenched in this division.
The consumption of paper in office sectors is a key issue and any focus on paper usage and
avoidance could be extended to this sector. See also commentary under FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE
SERVICES.
Government has a strong potential to achieve a high level of waste minimisation in this sector. The
requirement to report on an annual basis was a key driver for their actions and measurement.
As with other office based business sectors, a key to achieving good recycling outcomes is strong
awareness, and cooperation from contract cleaners.
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Summary data table

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND SAFETY
Summary totals:

Division size
Total number of businesses
Total EFTE

1 600
124 500

Waste generation averages 340 kg/EFTE.yr
Sector generates 42 300 t waste per year
Sector produces 2% of total C+I waste stream

Waste generation by material category and destination
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Waste generation

Diversion for recycling

Waste to landfill

‐

Masonry materials
Plastics

50

100

Metals
Glass

150

Organics
Other / Unknown

Waste to landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Masonry materials
Metals
Organics
Paper & cardboard
Plastics
Glass
Other / Unknown

200

‐
‐
20
140
30
‐
50

250

300

350

Paper & cardboard

Diversion for recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)
‐
‐
‐
90
‐
‐
‐

Total waste
generation
‐
‐
20
230
30
‐
50

Observations:
‐ Office based division contributing a small proportion of C&I waste stream
‐ Mainly office based
‐ Low and uniform waste generation and profile
‐ Paper recovery programs well entrenched but not universal
‐ Organics stream likely to be sourced from staff kitchens and lunch rooms

References:
Disposal to landfill data sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Diversion for recycling data sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Disposal to landfill composition sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Diversion to recycling composition sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
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4.12

P00 – EDUCATION AND TRAINING division
profile

Overview
This is a large division with low waste generation and a waste profile dominated by paper and
cardboard. Recycling systems for paper and some other materials are sometimes present in this
division. Generation from this division is approximately 2% of C&I waste at a rate of approximately
300 kg per employee (although a significant proportion of this waste is generated by students).
This is a broad division including kindergartens, schools, universities and vocational training. A large
proportion of this waste will be generated by students on campus as they generally outnumber staff
significantly.
Government at federal (tertiary education), state (primary and secondary education), and local
(kindergartens) level has some control over facilities in this sector. In some areas state‐wide
contracts are negotiated for waste services. There is therefore a strong potential for government to
require waste minimisation practices in this division.
A sizeable component of the waste stream at many education sites is paper towel and paper cups.
There is a lot of confusion about the recyclability of these, and clarification for this division and many
others could result in a significant increase in paper recycling rates.
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Summary data table

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Summary totals:

Division size
Total number of businesses
Total EFTE

4 500
182 000

Waste generation averages 330 kg/EFTE.yr
Sector generates 60 200 t waste per year
Sector produces 2% of total C+I waste stream

Waste generation by material category and destination
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Waste generation

Diversion for recycling

Waste to landfill

‐

Masonry materials
Plastics

50

100

Metals
Glass

150

250

Organics
Other / Unknown

Waste to landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Masonry materials
Metals
Organics
Paper & cardboard
Plastics
Glass
Other / Unknown

200

20
10
50
60
30
‐
80

300

350

Paper & cardboard

Diversion for recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)
‐
‐
‐
70
10
‐
‐

Total waste
generation
20
10
50
130
40
‐
80

Observations:
‐ Paper recovery programs well entrenched but not universal
‐ Relatively low employment but significant waste generation from student populations
‐ Some diversity in waste stream from different subdivisions
‐ Includes schools, vocational training & universities

References:
Disposal to landfill data sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Diversion for recycling data sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Disposal to landfill composition sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
Diversion to recycling composition sourced from DSEWPaC (2013)
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4.13

Q00 – HEALTH CARE AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE
division profile

Overview
The health care sector is a large division with relatively low waste generation at 700 kg/EFTE and a
diverse waste profile.
While recycling systems for paper are now increasingly entrenched in this division, the health care
division would require some further investigation to fully understand and identify the key areas of
poor performance and high opportunity for improved material efficiency. A detailed profile of waste
in hospitals, residential care, specialist health care services, general practice medical services and
veterinary services is needed to identify the level of waste generation and landfill diversion within
this sector.
There are now programs for recovery of waste being instituted by some healthcare equipment
providers at major hospitals. An example is the sterilisation covers for medical equipment which are
recovered and recycled by the providers. This level of product stewardship commitment should be
encouraged and may offer a model for broader application in this sector and others.
There is on‐site destruction of clinical wastes at many hospitals. It is likely that a small amount of
other waste will also enter this stream and therefore the amount of waste recorded leaving these
sites is likely to be an understating of total waste to a small degree.
Some hospitals generate large volumes of plastic waste including drapes and protective clothing.
The switch to external management of hospitals (PPPs) was nominated as a barrier to on site
management of cost, waste reduction and recycling activities.
Many facilities are not commercial and claim that devoting resources to waste would come at the
expense of their care programs without grants or other assistance. Some that want to do more have
observed that grants exclude government entities from eligibility criteria.
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Summary data table

HEALTH CARE AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE
Summary totals:

Division size
Total number of businesses
Total EFTE

17 900
263 000

Waste generation averages 660 kg/EFTE.yr
Sector generates 173 100 t waste per year
Sector produces 6% of total C+I waste stream

Waste generation by material category and destination
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Waste generation

Diversion for recycling

Waste to landfill

‐

Masonry materials
Plastics

100

200

Metals
Glass

300

Organics
Other / Unknown

Waste to landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Masonry materials
Metals
Organics
Paper & cardboard
Plastics
Glass
Other / Unknown

400

‐
‐
30
30
20
‐
50

500

600

700

Paper & cardboard

Diversion for recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)
‐
10
10
480
10
‐
‐

Total waste
generation
‐
10
40
510
30
‐
50

Observations:
‐ Significant and diverse division in both size and contribution to C&I waste stream
‐ Division covers hospitals, allied health and residential care subdivisions
‐ Waste stream diverse due to broad range of division
‐ Commercial kitchens produce large amounts of organic waste
‐ Some degree of on site waste destruction (incineration) at large sites

References:
Disposal to landfill data sourced from site assessments
Diversion for recycling data sourced from site assessments
Disposal to landfill composition sourced from site assessments
Diversion to recycling composition sourced from site assessments
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4.14

R00 – ARTS AND RECREATION SERVICES
division profile

Overview
This is a significant and diverse division covering a range of venues with a waste material profile that
is recyclable.
This division includes sporting and recreational facilities, gambling sites, creative and performing arts
activities and arts, recreational and heritage sites. While much attention has been focussed on
sporting venues, less focus has be devoted to other sites within this division and some offer strong
waste minimisation potential. This includes councils who often do not include arts venues in recycling
service provision. One surveyed site said council had refused servicing because they were not in a
residential area.
As observed in the education sector, government often has a high degree of direct or indirect control
of these sites.
Overall the division accounts for 3% of total C&I waste. The profile of the waste is likely to be
dominated by visitor waste generated at most of these sites.
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Summary data table

ARTS AND RECREATION SERVICES
Summary totals:

Division size
Total number of businesses
Total EFTE

3 100
44 500

Waste generation averages 1950 kg/EFTE.yr
Sector generates 87 000 t waste per year
Sector produces 3% of total C+I waste stream

Waste generation by material category and destination
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Waste generation

Diversion for recycling

Waste to landfill

‐

Masonry materials
Plastics

500

1 000

Metals
Glass

Organics
Other / Unknown

Waste to landfill
(kg/EFTE.yr)
Masonry materials
Metals
Organics
Paper & cardboard
Plastics
Glass
Other / Unknown

1 500

‐
‐
250
190
400
50
490

2 000

2 500

Paper & cardboard

Diversion for recycling
(kg/EFTE.yr)
‐
40
100
230
160
50
‐

Total waste
generation
‐
40
350
420
560
100
490

Observations:
‐ Division includes sporting and cultural venues with high organics and primary packaging profile
‐ Relatively small division in terms of employment
‐ High waste generation per EFTE due to large number of attendees to venues

References:
Disposal to landfill data sourced from site assessments
Diversion for recycling data sourced from site assessments
Disposal to landfill composition sourced from site assessments
Diversion to recycling composition sourced from site assessments
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5

INDUSTRY OPINIONS AND
INFORMATION

This section of the report presents the qualitative and descriptive findings from the survey. It
includes information on


management of measurement and monitoring of waste



management of collection systems



costs of collection services and sales of materials



staff roles and engagement.

It also incorporates informative quotes from respondents to illustrate their views.
As this section shows, there is great diversity in the waste and recycling practices among businesses
in the C&I sector.

5.1

Measuring and monitoring

5.1.1

Sources on waste and recycling data and performance

About one third of businesses surveyed measure or monitor the waste flows out of their business.
Those that do this generally have stock and cost control systems as well as systems and procedures
to measure and monitor a wider range of business activities. They tend to be large businesses dealing
with larger quantities of materials or highly valued materials. Some businesses have an interest in the
sale of recyclable materials and they monitor these sales as a secondary income stream.
Also, 37% of businesses surveyed report on their waste, often publicly as part of sustainability
measures. Some businesses calculate waste intensity, measured as tonnes per tonne of production
or dollar of revenue.
Of those that do collect data, most collect it in house (88%), sometimes in an ad‐hoc manner, but
more often in a detailed, controlled manner to support reporting requirements (68% with in‐house
monitoring). The other 12% of businesses rely upon their service providers (waste and recycling) to
supply this information which is provided as monthly invoices including quantities, a separate report
or sometimes detailed audits. In asking businesses whether they received reports from their service
providers a number were not aware that such information could be provided.
Reporting varied from internal reports tracking internal processes and cost control to externally
audited and published accounts, such as in a Sustainability Report or Annual Report. Some reasons
for such reporting ranged from ‘part of our corporate reporting to the market’, ‘a requirement of
government agencies’ and ‘opportunity to showcase our achievements in efficiency and as a leader
in our industry’.
Generally those businesses that pay a contractor to collect waste and/or recycling are more likely to
measure and monitor than those that receive a council kerbside collection service (see Figure 11).
Generally the businesses with kerbside collection tend to be small and have low waste quantities
that can be accommodated by conventional 240 L bin collection systems.
Businesses that pay separately for collection services are generally aware that the cost will vary
according to such factors as the frequency of collection or contamination of recycling streams. This is
not to say, however, that this always results in greater control over quantity or separation.
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Figure 11 – Businesses reporting on waste and recycling

Proportion of businesses reporting on waste and
recycling
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Contractor collection only
No reporting

5.1.2

At least one Council collection
Reporting

External networks and expertise

More than a third of businesses surveyed have utilised external service providers to provide advice
on waste reduction, recycling or material efficiency. Those that do tend to be large companies who
are seeking to improve material flow and profitability. In many instances the experts are not from the
waste or recycling collection companies and are in fact consultants or government representatives.
Such work is not generally done on an annual basis but as required to address specific waste or
process efficiency opportunities.
Approximately 5% (7) of businesses indicated they were involved in the Victorian WasteWise
Network, attending site tours, discussions on waste and recycling management and receiving email
newsletters. Although not the focus of this survey, it appears that those involved with the Network
are generally more active with their waste management than other businesses in the same industry
division. This may be a contributing factor or an indicator of the importance of waste management to
the business. Some of the benefits of the Network are in the exchange of information about how
other businesses deal with waste and recycling issues. These businesses are also generally larger
businesses with more complex waste streams.
At the time of the survey a number of businesses indicated they were in the process of seeking new
or improved service provision that provides lower cost recycling and/or better services, such as
regular reporting on composition and annual totals for all recycling streams. Many businesses also
indicated that there is little information available about waste and recycling collection contractors.
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5.2

Managing collection services

5.2.1

Selection and use of services

Almost all businesses have a dedicated waste collection service. This may be provided by a paid
contractor, the landlord or local council. If a system that suits their waste quantities and composition
is available as part of their council rates or tenancy rental they will use it, as this easier and the costs
are generally integrated or immaterial.
Of businesses surveyed, 27% use local council and 14% use shared waste or recycling collection
services.
A number of businesses surveyed indicated they have investigated recycling services in addition to
their waste collection service, however, were disheartened that the quoted cost provided no
incentive for recycling. For many the challenges also include allocating expensive floor space to
separate recycling bins. The decision to invest in recycling in addition to a waste collection service
often depends upon cost, effort and return.
A few (7%) businesses have no recycling collection service and all their material goes to landfill. In
general these are small businesses generating relatively small quantities of materials that are low or
hidden cost to the business, such as packaging.
Two thirds of businesses have no recycling system do not measure or monitor their waste stream.
For these businesses, waste management is about hygiene, in the sense of removing unwanted
material from their premises. This is not always the case, however and some businesses may see
waste as representative of overall quality and cost control, and an indicator of operational efficiency.
Table 19 shows the typical waste and recycling system arrangement for businesses depending on

business size and waste outputs.
Table 19 – Typical collection arrangements for C&I businesses in Victoria
Type of collection service

Typical situation

Typical ANZSIC
division

Cost/Income

Council kerbside waste
collection (240 L bin)

Generally small‐medium sized
businesses located in strip
shopping centres in council areas
where such services are offered

Professional services

Included in annual
rates

Council kerbside recycling
collection (240 L bin)

Generally small‐medium sized
businesses located in strip
shopping centres in council areas
where such services are offered

Professional services

Included in annual
rates

Contracted waste
collector (>240 L bin)

Where council services are not
available and/or there are large
quantities of materials that
cannot fit in a conventional 240 L
bin

Manufacturers,
larger retail,
accommodation

Cost/fee paid to
contractor per bin
size or weight and
number of lifts
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Type of collection service

Typical situation

Typical ANZSIC
division

Cost/Income

Contracted recycling
collector

Where council collection is not
available and/or there are large
quantities. If cost greater than
waste collection, then all material
disposed in waste service.
Material may be collected as
commingled and/or separate, i.e.
shredded paper from commingled
and plastic film.

Manufacturers,
larger retail

Cost/fee paid to
collector per bin size
or weight and
number of lifts

Purchaser of recycled
materials

Where materials are well
separated, high value i.e. metals,
plastics, cardboard

Manufacturers, large
retail

Income earned per
tonne of material

Businesses surveyed for this study had a much higher rate of recycling service provision than
identified in surveys conducted by the ABS (2010) as shown in Table 20. In this study it can be seen
that most businesses had some sort of recycling service, however take‐up is still lower amongst small
businesses.

Table 20 – Recycling or reuse of materials by businesses, by business size
Employment size
(EFTE)

Recycling introduced
by end of 2008–09
(ABS, 2010)

Recycling service
reported through
survey (2013)

0–19

21.9%

88%

20–199

45.4%

97%

200 or more

62.6%

100%

5.2.2

Frequency of collection services

Where residential collections of waste and commingled recycling are weekly or fortnightly, and the
composition is relatively consistent, collections in the C&I sector are done as appropriate to the
business, depending on space available for bins, type of waste (putrescible or inert) and location. In
general businesses with space and relatively inert wastes will have larger bins, collected less
frequently, while businesses where space is a limiting factor or have putrescible wastes will have
more frequent collections.

5.2.3

Coverage of recycling services (by collection service
type)

As can be seen in Figure 12, 93% of businesses have at least one recycling collection service
(including commingled council or shared collections) and 68% separate materials for more than one
collection service. Some businesses have extensive recycling systems and are recycling greater
quantities waste sent to landfill.
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Commingled recycling is the most common recycling service and is prevalent among businesses of all
sizes. Its popularity is due to the fact it is easy for businesses to use, however it is focused upon
packaging and generally has higher contamination rates than separate services.

Figure 12 – Use of recycling service types by percentage of businesses surveyed
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%

93%

40%
68%

30%

52%

20%
10%

33%

31%

18%

21%

28%

12%

0%

5.2.4

Other methods of disposal

Almost half of businesses surveyed have some form of packaging take‐back by suppliers. Items
recovered in this way include:


durable plastics such as milk and bread crates, chemical containers (21% of businesses)



plastic and wooden pallets (23% of businesses)



printer cartridges (19% of businesses)



cardboard (2% of businesses)



flexible plastic packaging (5% of businesses).

One business with a zero waste to landfill target, has negotiated a take back arrangement with their
supplier of tools and machinery as part of their purchasing agreement.
Other methods of disposal identified by businesses included:


incineration for energy of broken wooden pallets and lengths of timber



self‐hauled drop off at transfer stations



charitable donation, including food rescue
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community reuse.

Food rescue, charitable donation and community reuse often occur off site by another business,
community organisation or residents, and the material is collected free of charge or sold. The price
and terms are negotiated for each transaction by each business and depend upon demand, transport
and reprocessing costs.

5.3

Fees for waste and recycling services

The survey asked a specific question to ascertain the range of fees paid for collection services.

5.3.1

Costs of collection and pricing structure

This survey ascertained that fees paid for waste and recycling collection services vary considerably
between businesses and are a determinant as to whether businesses are going to do more than
dispose all materials to landfill.
Figure 13 shows the average price paid by businesses surveyed per tonne of material for various
recycling service contracts and disposal to landfill. These values do not include those businesses who
are paid for recyclables or who receive free collections. Recycling services not included are those for
metals, office paper (non‐secure), plastics, organics and glass, as there were insufficient respondents
for those costs.

Figure 13 – Average service costs

Average recycling and disposal service cost ($/t)
$250.00

$237.96

$200.00

$149.27

$150.00

$100.00

$87.09

$82.23

Recycling ‐
cardboard

Recycling ‐
commingled

$56.49
$50.00

$‐
Recycling ‐ paper Recycling ‐ office
& cardboard
paper (secure)

Landfill ‐ non‐
hazardous (direct)

It appears that those businesses that have the option for council kerbside recycling collection will
take it up if they meet the requirements around quantity and content. However, council kerbside
collection of waste and/or recycling is not consistent across metropolitan Melbourne or Victoria.
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Few businesses using contracted collection services have analysed the pricing method and options
for their services. None of those using local council waste and recycling services itemised the amount
charged by councils and businesses in multi‐tenanted buildings with shared waste and recycling
collection services seldom know the cost of disposal as it is generally included in rent and/or cleaning
costs.
Those businesses that have analysed the pricing method tend to have significant quantities and
waste costs or income earned from recycling, and generally have a culture and skills around quality
and quantity inventory control. They tend to be larger companies and/or in manufacturing.
As discussed above, it is apparent that certain materials are collected at no cost to the business,
either for free or sometimes generating businesses are paid for their used materials. For a number of
businesses this contributes to their financial bottom line. This provides incentive for good material
management, including separation of materials in the production process and on site.
Through this survey, the materials in Table 21 have been identified as being sold for reuse or
recycling in Victoria.

Table 21 – Materials sold for recycling in Victoria
Packaging

Organics

Durable materials

Paper and cardboard

Meat, bone, offal

Metals including: stainless steel,
mild steel, aluminium, zinc, copper

Plastics including PET, HDPE,
L/LDPE, EPS,

Milk by‐products

Plastics including: HDPE, PVC,
Nylon, EPS, PS

Some food organics

Timber

The practice of selling used materials calls into question the use of words such as ‘waste’ and ‘waste
stream’ to describe output materials from businesses. In some instances materials that are sold are
by‐products from the production process. By‐products can be considered to be ‘waste’ or a product
depending upon whether they are sold, disposed to landfill or donated free of charge.

5.3.2

Fee structure for collections

Whilst not explicitly asked in the survey, discussions indicated that businesses generally paid for
collection based either upon number of bins picked up and the size of the bins; by weight; or by a
fixed monthly charge. In each case, the costs are also determined by the value of the contents.

5.4

Roles and engagement

5.4.1

Responsibility for managing waste

This survey found that there is a wide diversity in the job titles of those people who have
responsibility for managing waste and recycling collections. The job title and role is reflective of the
nature of the business and size.
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Figure 14 – People responsible for waste management in Victorian businesses

Person responsible for waste management
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49%
37%
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4%

0%
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Environmental
manager

Cleaner

General Staff

Other

Figure 14 shows the frequencies for the five main categories of people responsible for managing
waste in businesses. In most cases, the person had some management responsibility, either business
related or for sustainability. In many businesses general staff had responsibility. These businesses
were generally small and responsibility was shared across the organisation.
The survey also asked respondents to rate the awareness of people managing waste out of 10:


awareness of cost impact – 5/10



awareness of what can be recycled – 6/10



awareness of available recycling services – 5/10

These questions have some intrinsic limitations as quite often the people responding to the survey
managed waste for their business and were rating their own awareness.

5.4.2

Internal engagement on waste and recycling

Of businesses surveyed, 79% consider that they actively inform staff members on waste and recycling
issues. This means that most businesses have some internal engagement on waste and recycling. This
engagement can take the form of:


discussion in the tearoom or staff meetings (45%)



documented procedures (23%)



formal induction and training (20%)



signage (6%)



newsletters (5%).

For those businesses that handle public visitor waste and recycling, engagement is especially difficult
and important. Businesses such as museums, sporting facilities, zoos, hotels, motels and some retail
may receive more waste material from visitors than they produce with their own workforce. In such
instances, signage, bin colours, locations and shapes are vital to improve separation of material and
reduce contamination of recycling.
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In many businesses the cleaners play a critical role in disposing of materials and correct separation,
or not, depending of their level of knowledge and training. Some businesses complained that their
cleaners undo the good work of the staff in incorrectly depositing waste in the recycling bin. Others,
particularly those in hotels and motels, spoke of the importance of cleaners, who are at the front line
handling and sorting materials.

5.5

Further action on avoiding waste and recycling

This survey also gathered insights from businesses on whether businesses felt that they could:


reduce waste generation



implement actions to increase recycling.

Responses to these questions were mixed, with 45% of businesses indicating that they could further
reduce waste and 50% of businesses indicating that they could increase recycling.
In general those businesses that are aware of the cost impact of material and waste had observations
on avoiding waste. These range from ‘we have done all we can’ to specific actions yet to be put in
train. This includes greater control on stock purchasing, improving material handling so, for example,
more sawdust material can be sold, to negotiating use of returnable packaging in place of single use
packaging.

5.6

Role of government

5.6.1

Government assistance

Businesses were asked for their views on actions the government could take that would assist them
with reducing waste and increasing recycling. Many businesses (44%) had no response to this
question, however Figure 15 shows the collected responses of those businesses who did see a role
for government assistance with their waste and recycling. The responses identify potential roles for
government in assisting businesses with waste reduction and improved waste management.
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Figure 15 – Opportunities for government assistance
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Businesses were also asked whether they agreed or disagreed with regulation to exclude certain
materials from landfill. As shown in Figure 16, the majority of businesses surveyed agreed with such a
proposal, many with the condition that appropriate alternative pathways would need to be
established for materials subject to a ban.
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Figure 16 – Attitudes to landfill material bans
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6

RECOMMENDED ACTIONS

There is a number of information inputs into the recommended actions to divert waste from landfill
and reduce overall waste generation rates in the C&I sector. Primarily, this assessment is based on
the quantitative analysis of waste flows provided previously in this report. In addition, during the
surveys with businesses in the targeted ANZSIC divisions, their views were sought on the barriers
they face in improving waste outcomes.
Views were also obtained from a range of peak industry groups on actions, barriers and
opportunities for their industries. The recommended actions are informed by the experience of the
authors with business, materials, recycling and waste generation across various sectors.
In summary the internal and external barriers to further waste diversion and reduced waste
generation, identified through the study, were:

Internal barriers


Limited internal resources (both time and money) available to businesses to improve waste
systems.



Many businesses seem to lack the skills to understand and manage their waste / recycling
streams appropriately, and lack the resources to invest in the education of staff.



Lack of awareness of the financial value in avoiding/minimising waste.



Lack of interest in waste as an issue.



Space constraints for materials segregation, storage and handling, particularly for smaller
businesses.



General uncertainty about the range of recycling options that are available.

External barriers


Quantities needed to make a recycling service financially viable are too high, and recycling
services are too limited.



Lack of contractors willing to take particular products e.g. polystyrene packaging.



Smaller businesses are restricted in their efforts to recycle more materials due to the inability to
establish favourable commercial terms for waste disposal. It is sometimes more cost effective for
them to dispose of materials to landfill than it is to recycle.



Consolidation of the waste and recycling collection industry has left businesses in the position
where they have limited options for negotiation and establishment of waste contracts.



Businesses in regional locations are restricted due to geographic distance and the resultant high
cost of transportation.

In Section 6.1 recommended actions are suggested that target specific material types and industry
divisions. Following this in Sections 6.2–6.5, recommended actions are suggested that will apply
more generally across all material types and the C&I sector. These broader recommended actions are
broken up into four over‐lapping categories:


programs



information resources and tools



infrastructure
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regulatory.

6.1

Targeting specific materials

6.1.1

Contextual information

This section identifies the key materials, and related industry divisions, that need to be targeted to
achieve significant reductions in waste generation and disposal to landfill. Also provided are
recommendations for addressing each of the targeted waste streams.
Key findings relevant to each waste stream/material and industry division/sub‐division are
presented, and associated recommended actions are suggested that aim to improve waste diversion
and reduction outcomes across the C&I sector. The focus is on areas where there is a role for
government to facilitate the improved outcomes.
To provide context to the identification and prioritisation of the recommended actions identified in
this section of the report, the following three tables provide data: for the industry divisions within
the scope of the study; on the quantities of waste going to landfill by material category/type, and
industry division.
Table 22 – C&I waste to landfill by material category
Material category

Waste to landfill
(tonnes/yr)

1

Organics

689 200

2

Paper & cardboard

187 000

3

Plastics

159 400

4

Glass

40 100

5

Other

23 800

6

Metals

18 200

7

Masonry materials

18 000

N/A

Unknown
Total

210 800
1 346 700

As shown in the table above Organics (primarily Food organics) is the most significant single material
category going to landfill, followed by Paper & cardboard and Plastics (both packaging and non‐
packaging). These are the key material types that needed to be targeted for avoidance or diversion to
recycling.
The ‘Unknown’ material category/type reflects the lower level of knowledge for many businesses
about their waste stream. It will undoubtedly include many of the key materials identified (organics,
cardboard, paper and plastics) and the estimates for these materials should be seen as conservative.
A detailed breakdown by material type is provided in Table 23.
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Table 23 – C&I waste to landfill by material type
Material type

Waste to landfill
(tonnes/yr)

1

Food organics

589 000

2

Plastic packaging

102 500

3

Cardboard

99 700

4

Timber

74 200

5

Other plastics

56 900

6

Other paper

52 200

7

Packaging glass

36 100

8

Office paper

35 200

9

Other organics

20 000

10

Leather & textiles

15 900

11

Steel

15 300

12

Tyres & other rubber

6 800

13

Garden organics

6 100

14

Other glass

4 000

15

Asphalt

3 600

16

Bricks

3 600

17

Concrete

3 600

18

Rubble

3 600

19

Plasterboard & cement sheet (ex. asbestos reinforced)

3 600

20

Aluminium

2 900

21

Electrical and electronic

1 100

22

Non‐ferrous metals (ex. Al)

>500

N/A

Unknown
Total
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Table 24 – Summary of waste to landfill findings for each industry division
Waste to landfill findings

Industry division
Ranked by tonnes/yr to landfill

tonnes/yr

Top five materials to landfill

kg/EFTE.yr

(in order of significance)

H00‐ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES

449 200

3 470

Food organics / Packaging glass / Plastic
packaging / Cardboard / Other plastics

C00‐MANUFACTURING

363 600

1 330

Food organics / Timber / Plastic packaging /
Other plastics / Other paper

G00‐RETAIL TRADE

191 700

890

F00‐WHOLESALE TRADE

118 400

1 120

Food organics / Cardboard / Other organics /
Other plastics / Timber

R00‐ARTS AND RECREATION SERVICES

61 200

1 370

Plastic packaging / Food organics / Cardboard /
Other plastics / Packaging glass

P00‐EDUCATION AND TRAINING

45 700

250

Office paper / Other organics / Food organics /
Plastic packaging / Cardboard

Q00‐HEALTH CARE AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE

37 700

140

Food organics / Other paper / Plastic packaging /
Leather & textiles / Other plastics

O00‐PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND SAFETY1

30 200

240

Office paper / Other paper / Food organics /
Plastic packaging / Cardboard

M00‐PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
SERVICES1

18 800

90

I00‐TRANSPORT POSTAL AND WAREHOUSING

10 800

100

K00‐FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE SERVICES1

8 400

90

Food organics / Plastic packaging / Office paper /
Other plastics / Cardboard

N00‐ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT SERVICES1

7 200

90

Food organics / Plastic packaging / Office paper /
Other plastics / Cardboard

L00‐RENTAL, HIRING AND REAL ESTATE SERVICES1

3 900

90

Food organics / Plastic packaging / Office paper /
Other plastics / Cardboard

1

Food organics / Cardboard / Plastic packaging /
Other paper / Office paper

Food organics / Plastic packaging / Office paper /
Other plastics / Cardboard
Cardboard / Timber / Other organics / Office
paper / Other plastics

Defined as a predominately office based industry division.

The office based industry divisions have been combined here for assessment against recommended
actions as they have similar waste profiles and available interventions. These divisions are:


K00 – FINANCIAL AND INSURANCE SERVICES



L00 – RENTAL, HIRING AND REAL ESTATE SERVICES



M00 – PROFESSIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL SERVICES



N00 – ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPORT SERVICES



O00 – PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND SAFETY.

Summarised in Table 24 is waste to landfill data, by industry division. The top four waste to landfill
generating industry divisions account for over 80% of total waste to landfill generated by the C&I
divisions that are included in the scope of this study. Across all four of these divisions, food waste is
the most significant single material type going to landfill, followed by paper and cardboard, plastics
(both packaging and non‐packaging) and timber. These are the key material types that needed to be
targeted for avoidance or diversion to recycling.
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6.1.2

Food organics

Recommended actions
Develop a program to increase diversion to food rescue, composting and other beneficial
recycling applications.

Develop information resources for C&I businesses to support improvements in ordering
and inventory control, to achieve waste avoidance outcomes, particularly with a focus on
food organics.
Food is a significant challenge especially given many food manufacturers and retailers over produce
and purchase to ensure customers have stock available, and choice, even up until closing time.
A number of organisations have been established in recent years that divert surplus food to other
locations for human consumption. Even so there is still a large proportion of quality prepared food
and meals going to landfill.
This systemic issue requires action which may include sale of product to low income households and
the development of a program of recognition of food businesses that take action to minimise food
waste.

Target industry divisions
H00 – ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES division
Food waste generation in this division is estimated to be over two tonnes/EFTE.yr, with much lower
diversion than at food manufacturing sites (C11). Efforts to divert this material should be heavily
focussed on food services, both food preparation waste and front of house discarded food.
C00 – MANUFACTURING division
Food waste generation in this division is estimated to be nearly 300 kg/EFTE.yr, however with much
higher diversion to recycling than in the ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES division.
There is already a strong level of pre‐consumer food transfer in this sector, particularly in the Food
Product Manufacturing subdivision (C11), where a ‘waste’ from one manufacturer can become the
feedstock of another manufacturer. There is a strong potential to expand this activity.
G00 – RETAIL TRADE division
Food waste generation in this division is estimated to be nearly 500 kg/EFTE.yr, which is over 50% of
the total waste to landfill. Efforts to divert this material should be heavily focussed on the Food
Retailing subdivision (G41).
F00 – WHOLESALE TRADE division
Food waste generation in this division is estimated to be over 200 kg/EFTE.yr, which is around 20% of
the total waste to landfill.
R00 – ARTS AND RECREATION SERVICES division
Food waste generation in this division is estimated to be around 250 kg/EFTE.yr, which is a little
under 20% of the total waste to landfill.
P00 – EDUCATION AND TRAINING division
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Around 20% of the waste to landfill generated by this division is food organics and other organic
material.
Q00 – HEALTH CARE AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE division
Over 20% of the waste to landfill generated by this division is food organics.
Office based industry divisions (K00/L00/M00/N00/O00)
Over 30% of the waste to landfill generated by this division is food organics.

6.1.3

Packaging, Other paper and Office paper

Recommended action
Support the expansion of commercial recycling services to collect a broad range of
packaging from SMEs, including EPS and flexible plastic packaging.
Support for the collection and reuse of a broad range of materials from SMEs could include
cardboard/paper and bottles/cans but should also be extended to EPS and flexible plastic packaging.
This could be done through funded trials and expansion of collection services for business to
establish critical mass and habits. As a guiding principle, plastics should not be commingled when
they could be retained in different polymer types.
The recommendation should include consideration of activities to ensure continual improvement in
the quality of materials leaving C&I sites, potentially through improved education and source
segregation of material.

Target industry divisions
H00 – ACCOMMODATION AND FOOD SERVICES division
Nearly 20% of the waste to landfill generated by this division is packaging (with some non‐packaging
paper).
C00 – MANUFACTURING division
Nearly 35% of the waste to landfill generated by this division is packaging (and some non‐packaging
paper).
G00 – RETAIL TRADE division
Around 25% of the waste to landfill generated by this division is cardboard and other forms of
packaging (including some non‐packaging paper).
F00 – WHOLESALE TRADE division
Around 25% of the waste to landfill generated by this division is cardboard and other forms of
packaging (including some non‐packaging paper).
R00 – ARTS AND RECREATION SERVICES division
Around 46% of the waste to landfill generated by this division is plastic packaging, cardboard, glass
bottles and other forms of packaging. Given the relatively large quantity of packaging, particularly
plastic packaging, generated by this division, arts and sporting venues should also be a focus of
Australian Packaging Covenant activities.
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P00 – EDUCATION AND TRAINING division
Around 36% of the waste to landfill generated by this division is paper, plastic packaging and other
forms of packaging.
Q00 – HEALTH CARE AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE division
Around 40% of the waste to landfill generated by this division is paper, plastic packaging and other
forms of packaging.
I00 – TRANSPORT POSTAL AND WAREHOUSING division
While this division already has high levels of recovery, particularly with cardboard, there is still
potential for greater recovery of cardboard and plastics packaging from this sector.
Office based industry divisions (K00/L00/M00/N00/O00)
Over 40% of the waste to landfill generated by these office based divisions is plastic packaging,
paper/cardboard and other forms of packaging. The provision of paper recycling collection services
by local government is particularly important for these office based industries where there are a
large number of smaller businesses.

6.1.4

Office and other grade paper

Recommended action

Develop a guide for businesses to achieve a paperless office.
The development of a guide for businesses in achieving a paperless office would greatly assist in
waste avoidance in this sector. This could include printing and scanning protocols, and dealing with
requirements for the retention of documents. There are businesses who have achieved major
reduction in paper use intensity and these could be used as case studies.

Target industry divisions
P00 – EDUCATION AND TRAINING division
Around 18% of the waste to landfill generated by this division is highly recyclable office paper, and
other paper products such as newspapers and magazines.
Q00 – HEALTH CARE AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE division
Around 21% of the waste to landfill generated by this division is highly recyclable office paper, and
other paper products such as newspapers and magazines.
Office based industry divisions (K00/L00/M00/N00/O00)
Around 25% of the waste to landfill generated by this division is highly recyclable office paper, and
other paper products such as newspapers and magazines.
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6.1.5

Timber

Recommended action

Develop a recycling program for all forms of timber, with a focus on timber packaging.
The largest quantities of waste timber are generated by the demolition of buildings (the C&D sector),
and from waste timber packaging and pallets, generated primarily by the C&I sector (A3P & TDA,
2007). While the recovery of C&D timber is reasonably well established, the recovery of timber
packaging from C&I sources is more challenging, more costly and under‐developed. Targeted
assistance is required if diversion rates of C&I timber are to improve.

Target industry divisions
C00 – MANUFACTURING division
Nearly 20% of the waste to landfill generated by this division is timber, with a significant proportion
being timber pallets.
F00 – WHOLESALE TRADE division
Around 5% of the waste to landfill generated by this division is timber, with a significant proportion
of this probably being timber pallets.
I00 – TRANSPORT POSTAL AND WAREHOUSING division
While this division already has high levels of recovery, particularly with cardboard, there is still
potential for greater recovery of timber packaging from this sector.

6.1.6

Other plastics

Recommended action

Develop a recycling program for non‐packaging plastics.
The recycling rate for durable plastics across all sectors has been persistently low for many years
(PACIA, 2013), and few market driven solutions are on the horizon. Development of a program that
directly targets this material type, and ongoing market failure, is needed.
Around 5–10% of the landfill generated by the six divisions below is non‐packaging durable plastics.

Target industry divisions
C00 – MANUFACTURING division
F00 – WHOLESALE TRADE division
R00 – ARTS AND RECREATION SERVICES division
P00 – EDUCATION AND TRAINING division
Q00 – HEALTH CARE AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE division
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I00 – TRANSPORT POSTAL AND WAREHOUSING division

6.2

Programs

6.2.1

Supplier take-back

Recommended action
Develop a program to facilitate the consolidation of recyclables through the back‐loading
of materials and packaging by suppliers.
It is recommended that an investigation be undertaken to determine the approach to most
effectively support the extension of take back programs on materials and packaging for business, and
for this to then lead to the implementation of a supply chain take back program with individual
industry sectors.
Some surveyed businesses revealed they reuse cardboard boxes for packaging the transport of their
own products. Others have negotiated a take back program with some equipment and tool suppliers
for such product as mowers and saws. These are commendable efforts and can and should be
replicated more widely not only for packaging but also for used products and for residues.
Packaging contains and protects items during transport and storage. Significant effort is going into
reducing the quantity of packaging sent to landfill, particularly through signatories and funds of the
Australian Packaging Covenant. This includes the growing use of collapsible and reusable packaging
for food, chemicals and a range of other products.
Cardboard, expanded polystyrene (EPS), flexible plastic are major packaging materials that are going
to landfill and yet all are recyclable and potentially valuable if aggregated in reasonable quantities.
By sending material back up the supply chain there are massive savings to be made from a reduced
collection effort, typically one of the most significant barriers to recovery for highly dispersed
materials. It also reduces the need for individual businesses to initiate recycling activity at each site.

6.2.2

Industrial symbiosis

Recommended actions
Develop program to facilitate industrial ecology/symbiosis networks, with an initial focus
on food organics.

Undertake a program to change the perception of post‐consumer end‐of‐life materials,
from that of 'wastes' to 'resources'.
There is a need to change the language around waste and recycling, and to recognise, support and
strengthen the extensive network of activity already underway between businesses in buying and
selling materials that have reach the end‐of‐life in one purpose, and are ready to become a raw
material input into another application. Food organics is an obvious priority area for initial efforts.
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This study identified that there is already a number of market transactions taking place between
businesses in which by‐product or used materials are sold for reprocessing into new products. This
includes metal offcuts, pre‐consumer plastics, timber, sawdust and food. For example, many Food
Product MANUFACTURING businesses produce by‐products in the form of meat bones and/or
processed meat and vegetables where nutritional value has been partially extracted for making
stocks and soups. These by‐products are often sold on to other food manufacturers where they are
used for making lower nutritional value products such as pet food.
To some extent the focus of government upon managing and measuring mainstream bulk‐contracted
collection systems, such as kerbside commingled collections, has meant the myriad of business to
business transactions going on for valuable materials is relatively unseen. For example, until recently
these sales accounted for half of Victoria’s plastics recycling among reprocessors and manufacturers.
There is considerable potential for more ‘waste’ and by‐products to be recycled and reprocessed for
beneficial use, especially given it is already practiced in Victoria, albeit often with low visibility, and
many businesses are keen to turn a cost into an income stream.
Examples exist of industrial symbiosis precincts such as Kwinana, south of Perth in WA, and some
actions have been undertaken to support similar industrial exchanges in key pockets of industry in
Victoria. Likewise the National Industrial Symbiosis Programme (NISP) in UK has become a model for
projects now underway in NSW and SA with state funding.
Partnering with NSW and SA could be of benefit, to maximise the value of the investment in
supporting industrial symbiosis in Victoria, by leveraging it with neighbouring states.

6.2.3

Recycled content products

Recommended actions
Develop a funding program to facilitate the use of recycled materials in new products
made by Victorian manufacturers.

Develop a program to support SMEs in increasing the purchasing and use of recycled
content products.
Considerable support is provided by government for infrastructure to recover streams such as
commingled recycling. However, while this investment improves the economics for large capital
expenditures, it does not stimulate the market demand for the resulting material.
Recovery can also be accelerated by encouraging market ‘pull’ for products made with recycled
feedstock. This would have a more evenly distributed impact upon the recovery and production
chain, and benefit a greater number of businesses.
Victoria’s strength in the past has been as the manufacturing hub of Australia. This is a key reason
why Victoria enjoyed a higher rate of recycling than other states for many materials. Manufacturers
have bought recycled materials, such as plastics, glass, paper and cardboard, and integrated it with
virgin materials or made product solely with recyclate feedstock. It is important that the recycling
supply chain is underpinned by healthy markets.
It is recommended that a funding program is established that supports Victorian manufacturers’ use
of recyclate in their product, including incentive funds to design, test, and gain certification for
product containing recycled feedstock, and to research markets for new product.
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It may also be useful to undertake a project to identify regulatory barriers that could inhibit
development of product containing recycled feedstock, and the preferred approach to addressing
these barriers.

6.2.4

Smarter Resources, Smarter Business program

Recommended action

Expand the SRSB program to cover all SMEs, and further promote it.
For years recycling has been the most commonly cited environmental action people undertake in the
home and workplace. Where other environmental actions can be contentious, recycling is embraced
by all ages and segments of the population. Recycling has become a habit, a topic of conversation,
people feel good doing it and a growing proportion are critical of waste to landfill and single use
products and packaging.
At the same time, recycling services have been growing and extending into new geographic areas and
being offered to businesses, not only residential premises.
As this survey found, many businesses see recycling as an integral part of workplace systems and
culture. A number of businesses include waste and recycling as part of team meeting discussions,
some have a self‐proclaimed, motivated champion that has introduced new collection systems or
improvements into the business. For some it is a ‘hunt’ to find a solution or a purchaser of materials.
This all provides fertile ground for broader initiatives to deal with the next tier of opportunities,
products and materials arising out of the C&I sector. Further support and incentives can be provided
for action within businesses in Victoria.
Sustainability Victoria has recently introduced the Smarter Resources Smarter Business (SRSB) grant
program. This is a direct offer to (medium sized) businesses in Victoria for assistance in improving
resource efficiency. The program is in its early days and relatively few businesses are aware of it.
It is suggested that the breadth and timeframe of the SRSB program is expanded so that momentum,
reputation and habits are established and reinforced. This could include rebates to businesses to
send a champion to a training course or conference or have in‐house training on what can be
recycled and process efficiencies in the business. The scope could also be expanded to include
support for businesses to do more to engage their staff and team in minimising waste and increasing
recycling.
It is also recommended that consideration be given to expanding the scope of the program to include
small businesses (1–19 employees). As an example of the benefit of this, many food manufacturers
are too small to qualify for the program, and yet they would benefit significantly from smarter
processes and more efficient equipment.
It is also important to extend and improve promotions of this important program so more businesses
are aware and engage with it.
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6.3

Information resources and tools

6.3.1

Best practice guidelines for SME recycling

Recommended action

Develop a set of division specific best practice guidelines for business recycling.
Businesses have scarce staff and capital resources to allocate to investigating and investing in
non‐core activities, and so there is some reticence to invest time and money in waste reduction or
recycling activities. However, more businesses are now keen to investigate ways to achieve savings in
a range of areas, including cutting the cost of waste to landfill, selling ‘waste’, reusing or extending
the life of equipment and using input materials more efficiently.
A set of best practice guidelines is required to assist businesses in making the most of limited internal
resources, and to reduce the need for every business to research individually and thus inefficiently,
the best recycling and waste system to fulfil their requirement.
It would be useful for many businesses, particularly SMEs, to have available authoritative guidance
on designing and operating the waste management systems that will achieve the best balance
between waste diversion and cost outcomes for their division and situation.
The proposed guidelines could also incorporate information on the best practice recovery routes for
all key products and materials, and information on establishing ‘mini transfer stations’ within
common areas for collocated SMEs.
This resource could be widely promoted and also made available through waste management
groups, local government, waste and recycling collectors, consultants and industry.

6.3.2

Best practice guidelines for waste data reporting

Recommended action
Develop a set of best practice reporting standards for waste service providers to use for
regular data reporting to customers.
One smart business surveyed for this study, a medical research institution, calculated and published
for all their staff the true cost of an empty box when it was disposed to landfill or to recycling. This
large business demonstrated to its employees the significance of a simple act of disposing of a
common item and the impact to the bottom line of the business.
In this case it was a reasonable difference as this business paid for waste to landfill, but received
income from most of its recycling streams, such as paper, cardboard, plastics and metals.
There are many other reasons why there is great value in businesses being better informed of the
cost of waste and benefits of recycling, and options they can undertake to gain this value.
There is little, if any, financial incentive for the waste collection industry to provide such information
as a service to their customers, particularly as most collectors are paid by bin lift and clients almost
always want the lowest cost services at a first priority.
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It is recommended that government supports and encourages the waste industry in better informing
businesses. It is proposed that it is made a condition of SV grants to collection service providers that
these businesses distribute regular information to business customers on how they can minimise
waste to landfill and increase recycling, and that this information is also available on local
government and collectors’ websites.
As a first step, guides and examples can be developed providing standards for waste data reporting.
These can be used by business in their negotiations with collectors and by proactive collectors with
their clients.
As this survey has found, data on quantity is most frequently provided by waste and recycling
collectors to those companies that have significant quantities, or who sell used materials at a price
per tonne. However, to gain such a report on their waste streams, businesses need to ask for it, it is
not provided at the initiative of the collector. Many waste generating businesses are not aware that
such information can be obtained.
Furthermore, collection service invoices do not always report data in a format that is readily
interpreted and may be in different units (bin‐lifts, volumes or weight). Incomparable data means
that businesses struggle to evaluate and report on waste to landfill and recycling performance. This
similar issue was previously the case in other essential services such as water, electricity, gas and
telecommunication services, and in all these service areas standards have been raised for the benefit
of consumers and industry.

6.3.3

Collect C&I waste and recycling data

Recommended action

Research data on C&I waste profiles on an annual basis.
Good measurement and reporting will inform government and industry policies, programs,
incentives and actions that support more effective and efficient use and recycling of materials in the
C&I sector in Victoria. Examples include the annual packaging report from the Australian Packaging
Covenant and overseas examples of regular measurement related studies and programs (DEFRA,
2011).
It is widely recognised that waste costs constrain the financial viability of business, however,
shortages in information have restricted decision making. While most businesses are well aware of
the cost of purchase of input materials, they are much less informed of the true cost of waste, and
the points of generation of waste materials within their businesses.
The shortage of information on materials used, disposed to landfill or recycled, costs, benefits and
best practice, means there is a general lack of understanding of the true cost of materials, and how
to achieve efficiencies, lift profitability and put in place effective systems to recover maximum value
before it gets to landfill.
This report should continue to apply the standards and framework of ANZSIC division and sub‐
divisions enabling divisional reporting and best practice benchmarks and comparisons.
The annual data collection exercise could also target particular data gaps on a one off basis, as needs
are identified. For example, it could be expanded one year to gather data on a particular waste of
concern, such as the input cost of paper that is not efficiently utilised, electrical and electronic waste
or shredder floc generated by recycling cars.
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6.3.4

Communicate C&I waste and recycling data

Recommended action

Communicate data on C&I waste profiles to stakeholders on an annual basis.
In addition to undertaking an annual measurement survey and publishing a report, there are
opportunities for the government to maximise value by bringing the report to the attention of a
range of stakeholders associated with the materials and the relevant industry divisions.
The paucity of understanding of the true cost of waste and opportunities for improvement is best
addressed by shared knowledge and action. While this report will be of interest to those already
associated with waste and recycling, it will also be of interest to other stakeholders who are less
informed and outside the industry networks.
There are opportunities for such institutions as TAFEs and training colleges to utilise information,
change systems, inform their students and include it within curriculum. Likewise industry groups,
consultants and unions who have extensive networks into businesses within the priority C&I divisions
and/or material types.
It is recommended that a communications framework is established for distribution of the annual
C&I data report, which includes stakeholders active in the priority ANZSIC divisions and with the
priority material types.
This will facilitate the use of the report by decision makers responsible for industry training,
standards, and development.

6.3.5

True cost of waste

Recommended action
Develop information resources on the benefits of waste avoidance, and the true cost of
waste materials of different types.
Most businesses see waste as a disposal issue only – to be removed as quickly and cheaply as
possible. A small proportion of businesses do see waste as a sign of materials inefficiency, and
therefore take action to measure not only their waste and recycling but their efficiency using
measures such as quantities of waste per tonne of product or per dollar earned. A recent study on
C&I waste showed the purchase cost of lost material far out stripped waste disposal costs.
Few businesses know what the true cost of waste is, and how to calculate it. This can be addressed
through the development and wide distribution of case studies focussing on key industry divisions.
These could show how 2–3 exemplar businesses, versus poorly performing competitors, have
calculated the true cost of waste and used this to help them to improve productivity, cut costs,
improve profitability and build leadership credentials in their industry sectors.
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6.3.6

Materials efficiency auditing

Recommended action

Develop materials efficiency auditing resources for C&I businesses.
The last decade has seen an increasing number of businesses integrating sustainability reporting into
their annual reports, applying for sustainability awards, using sustainability measures as part of their
marketing. Most of the achievements being celebrated are in water, energy and recycling.
More can be done to improve business appreciation and celebration of the importance of materials
efficiency for its own sake, and not just in relation to the end of pipe impacts on waste to landfill and
diversion to recycling. The starting point for this is the capability to undertake materials efficiency
audits to measure and benchmark performance.
Most businesses would benefit from some guidance on undertaking materials efficiency audits.
Surprisingly, given that materials costs can be much greater than energy costs, and the underlying
environmental impacts potentially also larger, there is not currently a national standard for materials
efficiency auditing, such as the comparable energy auditing standard AS/NZS 3598:2000.
It is recommended that a business friendly guide is developed showing how businesses can measure
material flows, waste and recycling, and materials efficiency, to an appropriate level of detail and
rigour.
This resource could be widely promoted and also made available through waste management
groups, local government, waste and recycling collectors, consultants and industry.

6.4

Infrastructure

6.4.1

C&I MRFs

Recommended action

Support the development of C&I MRFs handling mixed C&I dry waste.
Major effort will go into the source separation of C&I waste at the place of generation. Despite this a
large amount of material will be collected for disposal in a mixed form. There has been large scale
waste diversion where material recovery facilities (MRFs) have been established for the sorting of
mixed C&I waste. These facilities are sometimes referred to as dirty MRFs as their feedstock is waste
destined for disposal rather than the sorting of mixed recyclables at other MRFs.
Several of these C&I waste focussed MRFs have been established in NSW and SA, and more are being
developed.
As these facilities extract packaging for recycling they are a focus for attention and funding assistance
by the Australian Packaging Covenant. The potential for large scale diversion through these sites is
high.
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6.4.2

Extend commingled recycling services

Support councils in extending kerbside commingled recycling services to cover SMEs.
It is generally much more cost efficient for businesses to use a council provided collection service for
waste and recycling, and they are more likely to separate materials for recycling if a council collection
service is available. Support should be considered to extend the council recycling collection system,
particularly to small businesses in strip shopping centres. Currently some councils do provide a
service to businesses and over 100,000 businesses are served by this. If this is extended to all metro
and regional councils the impact on waste diversion would be significant.

6.4.3

Shredder floc

Recommended action
Support the introduction of a more optimal form of automotive dismantling to reduce
shredder floc.
Currently most automotive waste is only processed for steel recovery through shredding, and this
creates a large by‐product waste of glass, plastics, rubber and textiles known as “shredder floc”.
There is a potential to reduce the tens of thousands of tonnes of shredder floc through a more
systematic automotive disassembly approach.
There is a need for a pre‐feasibility study to assess the potential for a more systematic multi‐material
approach. This will need to include a review of the economic viability of such an approach.

6.4.4

Timber recycling

Recommended action

Support the development of infrastructure outlets for timber recycling.
The generation of timber waste through manufacturing and also across many other industry divisions
in the form of packaging makes this a material worthy of strategic attention. While there is a need for
a strong focus on avoidance of timber waste, there is also a requirement for outlets to handle this
material to be developed. This infrastructure will need to deal with a broad range of waste timber
formats and could include reuse, mulching, composting, and fuel related uses.
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6.5

Regulatory

6.5.1

Restrictions on the landfilling of targeted recyclable
materials

Recommended action
Investigate the potential for restrictions on the landfilling of targeted recyclable
materials.
The ease of disposing of recyclable materials to landfill remains a barrier to waste avoidance and
diversion. Price signals through landfill levies are quite blunt instruments and can be contentious and
are only one tool for discouraging landfill. Another policy tool for avoiding disposal of waste to
landfill is to impose restrictions on the types of material accepted by landfills. Targeting landfill
acceptance criteria will only work where there are alternative markets for the material. Landfill
restrictions can be effective where recycling industries are struggling to obtain feedstock.
Governments should explore the introduction of restrictions on the landfilling of recyclables. There is
significant experience internationally in restricting landfilling of specific materials or products.
There is overwhelming support among businesses for the introduction of measures to restrict certain
materials from landfill, with 66% of survey respondents agreeing or strongly agreeing with the use of
regulation (e.g. landfill bans) to exclude certain materials from landfill. While the question was open
as to what things might be restricted, and some respondents placed caveats around their positive
response, the findings indicate a strong appetite for phased in action. The current transition program
to e‐waste restrictions and recycling was positively cited by a number of businesses.
It is recommended that as a starting point, research is undertaken to determine a priority list of
products that will be restricted from direct disposal to landfill (e.g. mattresses, electrical and
electronic goods). The research project will need to determine the capacity of current reprocessing
infrastructure, and the availability of end‐markets for recovered products and materials.
Following this, a product stewardship based program can be developed in cooperation with industry,
to phase in these measures and the required recovery systems.

6.5.2

Restrictions on the disposal of unsorted dry C&I waste

Recommended action

Investigate restrictions on the direct disposal to landfill of unsorted dry C&I waste.
As outlined in a previous recommendation, there has been large scale waste diversion where
facilities have been established for the sorting of mixed C&I waste. These facilities are sometimes
referred to as dirty MRFs as their feedstock is waste destined for disposal rather than the sorting of
mixed recyclables at other MRFs. The potential for large scale diversion through these sites is very
high.
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In order to underpin investment in C&I MRFs and ensure waste loads are directed to these facilities,
a regulatory framework is usually undertaken in overseas jurisdictions. This sets a new framework
where dry waste collected from C&I sites flow through a facility that can extract materials for
recovery and recycling prior to eventual disposal.

6.5.3

Remove regulatory barriers for recycled product

Recommended action
Identify and resolve regulatory barriers that inhibit development of product containing
recycled feedstock.
As outlined previously, recycling can be accelerated by encouraging market ‘pull’ for products made
with recycled feedstock. This would have a more evenly distributed impact upon the recovery and
production chain, and benefit a greater number of businesses.
Victoria’s strength in the past has been as the manufacturing hub of Australia. This is a key reason
why Victoria enjoyed a higher rate of recycling than other states for many materials. It is important
that the recycling supply chain is underpinned by healthy end‐markets.
It is recommended that a funding program is established that supports Victorian manufacturers’ use
of recyclate in their product, including incentive funds to design, test, and gain certification for
product containing recycled feedstock, and to research markets for new product
Initially it might be useful to undertake a project to identify any regulatory barriers that currently
exist and can inhibit development of product containing recycled feedstock, and the preferred
approach to addressing these barriers.

6.6

Recommendations summary and prioritisation

The recommendations identified throughout the report are distilled here for overall consideration.
They cover the full spectrum of targeting specific materials, program development, information
resources and tools, infrastructure and regulatory aspects. They have been grouped accordingly.
In order to give guidance on the relative importance of each recommendation, a priority rating has
been developed (HIGH, MEDIUM and LOW). These ratings are based in large part on the potential
scale for waste reduction and diversion for recycling.
They also take account of the following:


environmental impact



cost and benefit to business, including input cost savings



market availability



accessibility to services.

Some recommendations are more relevant to specific material types and industry divisions as
outlined in Section 6.1, and this should be taken into account where program effort and stakeholder
engagement is related to each industry division.
While many of these barriers can be addressed by upstream initiatives implemented by industry and
facilitated by government, it will be necessary to improve the Victoria's waste management and
resource recovery infrastructure to ensure other barriers are fully addressed.
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The Statewide Waste Infrastructure Plan (SWIP) which is currently being developed by SV will
articulate the waste and resource recovery infrastructure requirements for the next 30 years, in
Victoria at the state and regional level. The SWIP will provide a timeframe for addressing future C&I
infrastructure needs and highlight areas that need more immediate attention. The SWIP will also
reflect the 2013 Victorian waste and resource recovery policy Getting Full Value (DEPI, 2013) which
calls for a waste management and resource recovery system that maximises the productive value of
waste. For these reasons the recommended actions presented below are strongly focused on
upstream initiatives.
Where they relate to infrastructure needs they are seen as being consistent with the 2013 Victorian
waste and resource recovery policy and will therefore be relevant for the SWIP.

Recommendation priorities
Table 25 – Targeting specific materials

#

Recommendation

Priority rating

1

Develop a program to increase diversion to composting, food rescue and
other beneficial reuse applications.

MEDIUM

2

Develop information resources for C&I businesses to support
improvements in ordering and inventory control, to achieve waste
avoidance outcomes, particularly with a focus on food organics.

HIGH

3

Support the expansion of commercial recycling services to collect a broad
range of packaging from SMEs, including EPS and flexible plastic
packaging.

HIGH

4

Develop a guide for businesses to achieve a paperless office.

MEDIUM

5

Develop a recycling program for all forms of timber, with a focus on
timber packaging.

MEDIUM

6

Develop a recycling program for non‐packaging plastics.

MEDIUM

Table 26 – Programs

#

Recommendation

Priority rating

7

Develop a program to facilitate the back‐loading of materials and
packaging by suppliers.

HIGH

8

Develop program to facilitate industrial ecology/symbiosis networks, with
an initial focus on food organics.

HIGH

9

Undertake a program to change the perception of post‐consumer end‐of‐
life materials, from that of 'wastes' to 'resources'.

LOW

10

Develop a funding program to facilitate the use of recycled materials in
new products made by Victorian manufacturers.

MEDIUM

11

Develop a program to support SMEs in increasing the purchasing and use
of recycled content products.

LOW

12

Expand the Smarter Resources, Smarter Business (SRSB) program to cover
all SMEs, and further promote it.

MEDIUM
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Table 27 – Information resources and tools

#

Recommendation

Priority rating

13

Develop a set of best practice guidelines for SME recycling.

HIGH

14

Develop a set of best practice reporting standards for waste service
providers to use for regular data reporting to customers.

LOW

15

Research data on C&I waste profiles on an annual basis.

MEDIUM

16

Communicate data on C&I waste profiles to stakeholders on an annual
basis.

MEDIUM

17

Develop information resources on the benefits of waste avoidance, and
the true cost of waste materials of different types.

HIGH

18

Develop materials efficiency auditing resources for C&I businesses.

MEDIUM

Table 28 – Infrastructure
#

Recommendation

Priority rating

19

Support the development of C&I MRFs.

HIGH

20

Support councils in extending kerbside commingled recycling services to
cover SMEs.

HIGH

21

Support the introduction of a more optimal form of automotive
dismantling to reduce shredder floc.

HIGH

22

Support the development of infrastructure outlets for timber recycling.

MEDIUM

Table 29 – Regulatory

#

Recommendation

Priority rating

23

Investigate the potential for restrictions on the landfilling of targeted
recyclable materials.

MEDIUM

24

Investigate restrictions on the direct disposal to landfill of unsorted dry
C&I waste.

HIGH

25

Identify and resolve regulatory barriers that inhibit development of
product containing recycled feedstock.

MEDIUM
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GLOSSARY
ABS

Australian Bureau of Statistics

ANZSIC

Australian New Zealand Standard Industrial Classification

AWT

Alternative Waste Treatment. Treatment of mixed waste to recover recyclables and
organics for energy recovery and recycling.

Baler

A machine that compacts material and allows it to be tied or otherwise secured into bales
that can be transported. Balers are often used in commercial buildings for cardboard, but
can also be used for other recycling streams such as soft plastics and polystyrene.

Bed

Beds refer to available treatment places which may or may not be physical beds.

Bed/day

A hotel and healthcare industry standard measure of occupancy per bed per day over a
given timeframe. For example, if a hotel or hospital which has 10 people staying each day
for a full week, this would be: 10 people x 7 nights = 70 bed‐days for the week.

C&D waste

Construction and Demolition waste: Materials generated during construction or demolition
of buildings, often containing significant quantities of sand, bricks, concrete, steel, plastic
pipes, plasterboard, timber and also packaging materials.

C&I waste

Commercial and industrial (C&I) waste: Comprises solid waste generated by the business
sector as well as solid waste created by state and federal government entities, schools and
tertiary institutions. Unless otherwise noted, C&I waste does not include waste from the
construction and demolition (C&D) sector.

Commingled
recycling

Common recyclables, mostly packaging; such as glass, plastics, aluminium, steel, liquid
paper board (milk cartons). Commingled recycling may include paper but often, and
particularly in offices, paper and cardboard are collected separately.

Composting

The biological process that turns organic material into a useful soil additive. This process
diverts organic material from landfill and so prevents the production of methane (a
powerful greenhouse gas).

Dirty MRF

A material recovery facility that sorts recyclables from mixed waste. Usually used for sorting
dry C&I / C&D waste.

EFTE

Equivalent Full‐time Employee. A comparable measure of staffing levels across industry
sectors

EFTS

Equivalent Full‐time Student. A comparable measure of student levels across education
sectors

EPA

Environment Protection Authority

EPS

Expanded Polystyrene (PIC 6)

Food waste

Organic waste material that includes, out of date food from retail, over‐purchased food,
pre‐consumer preparation scraps and post‐consumer plate scrapings from restaurants.

General waste

Material that is intended for disposal to landfill (or in some States, incineration), normally
what remains after the recyclables have been collected separately.

HDPE

High Density Polyethylene (PIC 2)

L/LLDPE

Both Low Density Polyethylene and Linear Low Density Polyethylene (PIC 4)

LDPE

Low Density Polyethylene (PIC 4)

LLDPE

Linear Low Density Polyethylene (PIC 4)
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Material
efficiency

Being efficient with materials and resources used for an activity, particularly applied to
costs of materials and disposal of materials as waste. Materials efficiency includes,
minimising the generation of waste and reducing the quantity of waste sent to landfill

MRF

Materials Recovery Facility. Mechanical sorting facility, generally used for commingled
recyclables.

Municipal
waste

Household wastes plus material from public place collection

Organic waste

Separated food and/or ‘green’ material (e.g. grass clippings or vegetation prunings).

Packaging

Material used for the containment, protection, marketing or handling of product. Includes
primary, secondary and tertiary/freight packaging in both consumer and industrial
packaging applications

PET

Polyethylene terephthalate (PIC 1)

PP

Polypropylene (PIC 5)

PS

Polystyrene (PIC 6)

PU or PUR

Polyurethane (PIC 7)

PVC

Polyvinyl Chloride (PIC 3)

Recyclable

Material that can be collected separately from the general waste and sent for recycling. The
precise definition will vary, depending upon location (i.e. systems exist for the recycling of
some materials in some areas and not in others).

Recycling

Where a material or product undergoes a form of processing to produce a feedstock
suitable for the manufacture of new products.

Recovery (of
waste)

The combination of waste recycled and waste sent for energy recovery

Reuse

The transfer of a product to another user, with no major dismantling or processing
required. The term “reuse” can also be applied in circumstances where an otherwise
disposable item is replaced by a more durable item hence avoiding the creation of waste
(e.g. using a ceramic coffee mug in place of disposable cups).

SME

Small and medium enterprises

Tertiary
packaging

Freight/transport related packaging, including timber pallets and LDPE pallet wrap.
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APPENDIX A: SITE SURVEY FORM
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